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ÀBSTRACT

The intent of this study was to examine the impact of
changing land use patterns on the numbers and distribution
of 1j-vestock and wild herbivores in the Tana River District,
Kenya.

À multi-method approach of aeriaL surveys,
questionnaíres, interviews and secondary data sources r{rere
employed to realize the objectives.

Resurts indicate that changes in rand use patterns and
types have created conflicts that Led to the reduction of
the range and affected distribution of pastorar rivestock
and wild herbívores. Land use changês, such as irrigation
are possibly responsibre for reduction in the numbers and
distribution of pastorar livestock and wild herbivores.
Parks, reserves and ranches have arso reduced the range of
pastorar livestock. The creation of ranches has yet to
affect wild herbivore distribution because of mi_nimal
development of the ranches but in future, wild herbivores
may be affected.

other factors responsible for reduction in numbers
incrude diseases and pests, drought and poaching. poaching
is directry responsible for the decline in elephant and
rhinoceros populations. The droughts of tgTg and
particularly that of r9B4 also contributed to reductions in
numbers of livestock and wild herbivores.

orma pastoralists attribute the curtailment of the
grazing range of their stock to the infrux of sornari
pastoralists. overgrazing due to this infrux and large
herds of livestock have rendered some range areas bare.

To alleviate the land use conflicts strategies
recommended incrude: nultiple land use practice; continued
conservation of animals in parks and reserves; compensation
of farmers for rosses suffered; provision of corridors for
access to grazing and watering areas; and allowing
pastorarists into reserves during periods of drought.

-xi-



CEAPTER I
I¡TTRODUCTTON

1"0 Preamble

wirdrife and livestock resources contribute to the
Kenyan economy. wildrife is the prinary factor supporting
the tourism industry and has been the highest foreign
exchange earner since l9B7 " rt contributed Ksh 6 bitrion in
Lg87 and Ksh 7 billion in 1989 to the nationar economy (NDp

1989; ESR 1989). The livestock component, besides provision
of foreign exchange, also serves as the protein food source

of the nation.

For sustainabre and continued use of these resources,

their management requires inventories of their numbers and

distribution, which arso provides a base for prediction of
future changes. rnformation on numbers and distribution are

crucial for various pranning and management needs like
habitat use, establishment of new v¡eIIs, dips*, ranches,

grazing blocks, marketing strategies, deveroprnent of tourist
facilities, setting cropping guotas, designing park and

reserve boundaries, identification of watering areas, basic
migratory routes, areas of high species density and

diversity, and patterns of movement (Norton-Griffiths j_978).

*structures
washed to

containing chenicals in which livestock are
eliminate parasites like ticks.



The Tana River District (area 3g,O7Z }crt) is one of the

rangeland districts (Figs. 1 and 3), where the land is still
used by the people in traditional pastoralism and

agriculture, and Ís representative of the less developed

areas in the country. However, changes in land use systems

are evident, whereby the lower Tana River basin has in
recent years becone the focus of much development activity
(TRDA Le74).

The Tana River (Iargest, river in Kenya) is considered

to have the greatest irrigation potential in the country, in
addition to its considerable potential for improved

livestock production and tourism (FAO 1973') .

Irrigation schemes for cotton and food production have

been initiated, livestock production systems have been

established and other activities have been planned as weIl.
Furthermore, nev¡ game reserves have been qazetted to protect

wildlife and promote tourism.

These developments, particularly establishment of

irrigation schemes and ranches are necessitated by the

country's rapidly expanding human population (Tab1e t). The

country has one of the highest birth rates in the world,

standing at about 4å annually (NDP 1989). The district's
population has also been increasing (Tab1e 3). A challenge

to feed this growing population is evident and call-s for
increased food production through inproved methods of
production (Govt. of Kenya 1986).
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Figure 1. Map of Kenya Showing the Location of the
Study Area (shaded).



Table 1" National population Estinates 1962-1993

Year L962 l_9 69 L97 9 l_98I i_9 9 o 19 9 3

Population 8.6 10.9 16.1* 22.7 24.4 27.2
(in niJ-lions)

Rate of increase 3. O 3.3 3.8

Source: National Development, plan, 1999.

* Adjusted for underestirnation



This factor alone, which is believed to be the principar
driving force, is tikely to have effects on the traditional
land use practice patterns, and. in effect, will have a major
bearing on the numbers and distribution of livestock and

wildlife in the district.
1.1 fssue Statement

Land development strategÍes initiated by the increasing
hunan populatíon, have generated changes in l_and use
patterns throughout Kenya. These changes are rikery to have
implications on the anirnal resources of the Tana River
district, particularly on numbers and distribution of
animals in space and tirne.

Pastoralists in the area face problems of decreased
grazing land, the former grazing ranges of their stock
having being taken by wildlife parks and reserves, ranches,
irrigation schemes and other agricurtural activities.
I{ildlife is also facing simirar land use confricts and

competition from agriculture and pastorarism (Fig. z).
Poaching of wild game species, particularry the

elephant (Loxodonta africana Brumenbach) and rhinoceros
(Diceros bicornis Linnaeus), has been on the increase in the
last 1-.b years. overgrazing and destruction of vegetation,
resultinq from the confricts of rand use types and from
overstocking, are other problerns. on the whore, there is a

rack of well synthesized information on the resources of the
district, particurarly for wirdlife and livestock.

5



!-and Use

a - Ranching Versus Traditional pastoralism - ranching reduces grazing range for
Pastoral use.

b - Traditional Pastoralism versus wildlife - competition for resource use

c - lraditional Pastoralism Versus Modern lrrigated Agriculture - irrigation reduces range
for pastoral use

d - wildlife Versus Modern lrrigated Agriculture - irrigation reduces range for
wildlife use

e - Ranching (blocks) Versus wildlife - ranching reduces range for wildlife use

Figure 2. Land use Types and conflicts in the Tana River District.

Pastoralism (Llvestock) Tourism (Wildtife) Agriculture (Crop)

Traditional Ranchlng
Blocks



L"2 Obiectives

The principal objective was to examine the impact of
changing land use patterns on the numbers and distribution
of rivestock and major wild herbivore species in the Tana

River District from 1970 to l-990, and. to recommend

strategies to resolve potential conflicts.
The specific aims were :

1. to obtain population estimates of major animal

species;

2. to determine the trend in numbers and dístribution
of the critical animal species, particularly the

elephant and rhinoceros over the years;

3. to determine seasonal patterns and movements,

distribution, and densities of animal species;

4" to obtain socio-economic information to understand

past and present land use patterns r- and

5. to suggest solutions and recommend measures for
pastoral livestock management and conservation of
wildlife species and habitat.

1.3 Researcb EfE¡othesis, Bcope and Delimitations
1.3.1 Researcb Efncothesis

changes in land use patterns have reduced rivestock and

wild herbivore numbers and distribution generally.



L.3.2 Research Scope and Delimitations

This study considered pastoral livestock and large

herbivores, but not small herbivores and carnivores due to

the survey methodology involved. Substantial land use data

was gathered from the study area. This !¡as possible with

help from the district adninistration. However, some areas

v¡ere inaccessible due to remoteness and lack of roads. The

study also investigated wild herbivores and livestock

because of the similar dietary relationship (i.e, both are

herbivores) and the possible courpet,ition that may occur in

the face of land use changes.

1.4 The Studv Area

Kenya (Fig.l) is situated approximately between 50 o2l

and 4o4ors and 33o 55rE and 41o 5518, with a total area of

58o,367 Km2 constituting !L,230 krnz of water, and land

surface of 569,1:7 km2 (ojany and ogendo tg73) .

The country has broad contrasts in climate, vegetation,

topography and tand use patterns. The prominent physical

features include the Great Rift Valley and mountains of

various heights ranging from 21000 m to 51000 m above sea

level that include Kenya (5230 n) , E1gon (4 t320 m) , and

Aberdares (4,000 m). The highlands, nostly in the central

region are cooI, wet and generally over 11500 m. The

coastal plains are humid, hot and wet. The semí-arid and

arid areas are dry, hot and have erratic rainfall, often

below 600 nm.



Most of the highland areas are under agriculture and

constítute about 20å of the land surface of the country,

supporting about 80å of the countryts population whereas the

rangelands (arid and semi-arid areas) conprise about 80* of

the countryrs land area and support abouL 2oZ of the

countryts population. These are mainly the homes of the

pastoral communities, .their livestock and wildlife.

The study area, the Tana River District (Fig' 3), is

located in Southeastern Kenya in the Coast Province. It

lies approximately between the Eguator and 30 15r south and

3|o37.5rand 4Oo 4l-r east vrith an area of about 39,O72 km2.

The district is bordered by Garissa and Lamu to the east and

northeast, Isiolo and Meru d.istricts to the north, Kitifi

and the Indian Ocean to the southeast, Taita-Taveta to the

south, and Kitui district to the west.

The general environmental description of the area

constituting climate, topography, geology, and soils are

detailed in the following¡ subsections.

1.4.1 Climate

The rainfall in Tana River District is birnodal with two

rainy and two dry seasons annuaIly. The April-June rains

are generally brought about by the south-East Monsoons,

l¡hile the November-December rains are brought about the

North-East Monsoons (Moomaw 1960; Ojany and Ogendo L973).
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The former is the main rainy season and is locally referred
to as the rrlong rainsrr and the latter the rrshort rainsrr.

Between the two wet seasons, distinct dry periods occur, the

most severe of which is from January-March (Trent-Bunderson

1e81) .

Basically the total annual rainfall decreases from the

coast inland, from as high as about 1000 mm to 3OO mrn (Fig

4). The mean annual raínfall is between 300 mrn and 400 mm

with the coastal areas receiving most of the rain (TRDDP

1984; 1989). To clarify this issue nonthly and rainfall
totals for some stations in the study area are provided

(Tab1e 2) .

A1though, the onset of these wet and dry seasons is
more or less regular, spatial and temporal variability of

rainfall in the region is very high. The duration and

quantity of rainfal-l in any year and season is erratic and

unpredictable (Allaway 1-979; Trent-Bunderson 1981) .

This therefore often has unpredictable consequences on

resource use by both people and animals.

Rainfall and evapotranspiration have been used to
classify rangelands in East Africa in terms of their
ecological potentials. This is because these factors have a

great influence on soil moisture and subsequently affect
plant and animal ecology (Brown 1-963; Woodhead L97O; pratt

et al. 7966; Pratt and Gwynne 1977).

l- l_
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Table 2. Rainfal in (mm) and remperature patterns in the study Area.

Station Alt. Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug sep oct Nov Dec Totat
(m)

Kipini
Ngao
Kurawa
Bura
Mnazini
Madogo

3 23 I 41 140 298 123 66 36 33 37 58 84 94715 15 I ZS 95 108 67 44 41 102 73 85 40 7Os
5 3 5 21 Bo 123 75 46 26 54 36 74 33 s7S110 2 4 12 1S0 61 13 4 11 5 4 52 112 491

300 14 - 2s 90 109 70 40 38 100 74 BO gB 676160 2 4 15 120 50 12 3 12 66 7 Sg 1OO 449

Tempera- Max. 38
ture Min. 23
(0'c)

36.1 35.9 30.3 31.9 31.8 30.1 30.1
23.0 23.0 22.8 22.9 21.4 20.0 19.1

31.1 32.2 34.7 32.5 Mean
21.0 23.2 23.7 2.9

Source: District Agricultural Office

13



The study region is nostly vrithin ecological (eco-

climatic) zone v (arid), with parts in the zone vi (very

arid), and parts towards the coast within iv (semi-arid),

iii (dry sub-humid to semi-arid), and ii (hunid to dry sub-

hunid) (Pratt et al. 1966; Pratt and Gwynne L977) (Fig.S).
I^Ioodheadrs (L97O) annual index of available water (which

incorporates soil water storage) places most of the Tana

River District between index 10 and 30, with higher values

towards the coast (Fig. 6). The above indices are derived

from total annual rainfall, evapotranspiration, soil water

change and storâ9êr and water surplus and deficit.
The study area lies qrithin l--3o of the equator and is

near the coast, hence temperatures vary little annually and

evaporation rates are 2OOO-2500 mm throughout the year (Rep.

of Kenya 1980). The district is hot and dry with
temperatures between 19oc and 38oc, the hottest period being

in January, February, and part of March (TRDDP 1984). The

mean and monthly maximum and minimum temperatures and the

daily ranges of the mean at various stations are griven

(Tab1e 2). fn contrast, from the coast inland, rainfall and

relative hunidities drop considerably (Al1away L97g).

L"4.2 Topographv, Geology and 8oils
The area is flat or gently undulating, but near the

coast there are low beach ridges. occasional hirrs outcrop

above the flat pJ-ains in the south and the dissected country

in the north west.
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The rnain land surface ranges in elevation from sea

leveI at the coast to generally 300 n above sea l-ever for
mosL praces in the interior incruding the Nyika plateau in
the north west, thus generally sloping from west to the east

in the south east.

The geomorphology of the area has been reviewed and

the soils and topography described by Sombroek et al.
(1976). The survey of Kenya (1970) and the Kenya soir survey

Project (Sombroek et aI. L976) indicate that the entire
region is made up of tertiary and quartenary sediments

(Trent-Bunderson l-981). Earlier literature available
(Morgan 7972) suggested the presence of only guartenary

sediments.

Most of the soil_s of the region are sediments

considered to be derived from marine deposits in the

Priocene Epoch. The various types present are thought to
result from l-oca1 weathering and erosion of these marine

sediments and transportation by aeolian and fluvial
processes and in some places by deposition of alluvium on

top of the marine sediments. The sedimenÈs have been

lightry weathered in general, because of their structure and

apparentry because of a mostly arid clinate. consequently,

many soíls have high salinity and al_kalinity levels
(Sombroek et al. L976).
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Sombroek et a1. (L976) described and mapped the main

soil tlpes in the region mentioned in Allaway (1979). The

soils of the Tana flood plain have also been described

(!{okabi et al-. L97 6; Braun et aI. L982; Jaetzold and Schmidt

1983). Flood plain soils are a complex of sands, loams and

clays, often layered with alkaline and saline content.

The soils are generally quarternary black cotton with

patches of sand, silt and clay on old basement rock. These

are found mostly in fairly flat areas and poorly drained

soils which are saline, and alkaline clays (solonchaks).

The areas along the Tana River have saline and alkaline

clays and alluvium and lacustrine deposits. The coastal

strip and river delta areas constitute pleistocene coral

rock or crag, recent deposits of alluvial silts, pleístocene

marine sands and clays and recent dune sands.

L.4.3 Socio-cultural Information

The major ethnic groups of the district are the Pokomo

and the Orma. Other smaller tribes are the Malakote,

Korokoro, Boni, Sanye (Wata), Mun1ruyâyâ, SomaLi and the

Mijikenda (Fig 7). The Korokoro and Malakote are related to

Pokomo., all of whom l-ive along the Tana River occupying the

eastern quarter of the district. The Mijikenda (a

conglomerate of 9 tribes) inhabit the coastal areas, whereas

the orma occupy the western three-guarters to the west of

Tana River.
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The somari are found in the extreme northern part of the

dístrict bordering Garissa District. The Boní and Sanye

live in the areas east of the Tana River.

The population breakdown into various ethnic groups for
the district for L962, L969, and 1979 nat.ional censuses are

provided (Table 3). Between L969 and 1979 the population

increased by 82.3* at a growth rate of 6.19Z whereas the

density rose from 1 person ¡krnz to 2 person /kmz (uinistry
of Finance and Planning 1981). Àccording to the LgTg census

the district had 92,407 people and an annual growth rate of
5.O72 over the 7969-L979 period (TRDDP 1984, 1989). The

popuration projection for the district from 1998 to Lgg3 are

L48tLzO in 1988 ¡ L62,733 in i-990¡ 17O,475 in LggL; and 186,

839 in 1993 (TRDDP l-989).

The ethnic groups and their major economic activities
are described below.

L.4.3.1 Pokomo and other Riverine Tribes

This is a small community practisíng traditional
agriculture and fishing (Allaway L97g; TRDDp 1994). The

agricultural- activities are at, the leveI of subsistence.

The crops gro$/n incl-ude maize, cassava, greengrarnmes,

coT¡rpeas, sorgrhum, banana, rice and coconut. Cotton is the
major cash crop grown under irrigation.

These agricultural activities are achieved mainly

through rain-fed flood or irrigation-fed means from the Tana

River and are linited to the alluvial Tana flood plain
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Tabre 3. Euman Popuration census Results for the Tana River
Distríct" 1962-19?9

Year L962 Z L969 Z LsTs z

Ethnic group

Pokorno/Riverine 20338 69 2gtz4 s7 32s39 35

Orma 5946 20 l_5610 3l_ 30607 33

Mij ikenda 72O 2 j,758 3 2488 3

Boni/Sanye 550 2 B3S 2 Z2S O.2

Soma1i t43 0.5 518 t_ LO4O2 l-L
Total zgsoz 1oo s0696 1oo g24or r-oo

gource: lfinistry of Finance and Econonic planning, Lg64,

L970"

ttinistry of Finance and planning, 1981.
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stretching from Mbalambala in the north to Kipini at the

mouth of the Tana in the south (Fig.3), although small

isolated patches occur along the seasonal Thua River"

Fishing activities are concentrated in the Garsen

Division. The sources are ox-bow lakes and flood lakes, the

Tana River and the fndian Ocean" The lakes are Shakababo,

Bilisa, and Kongolola, where the nethods used are dug-out

canoes and traps, and modern technologry for marine fishing

engaging engine boats, and gill nets. Marine fishing is

mainly done around Kipini (TRDDP 1989).

The Pokomors way of life has remained basically the

same since the 18oos and possibfy a considerable period

before that. Allaway (L979) quoting colonial adninistrators

who worked in the district noted a decline in hunting

activity (rnostly hippos, crocodiles, elephants and other

animals) although traditional- agriculture and fishing

continue with adoption of ¡nodern methods. The Malakote and

Korokoro are Less involved ín agriculture than are the

Pokomo (Al1away 1979; FÀO 1973).

The pattern of land use by these communities has been

mostly shifting cultivation made necessary by ecological

conditions of the flood plain, Iand tenure systems and loca1

ethnic conflicts (ÀlIaway L979).
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1.4,3.2 Orma

orma are nomads, practising traditional semi-

pastoralism. they are the most numerous pastoralist,s in the

district keeping mainly, cattle (Bos indicus), sheep (ovis

aires Linnaeus) and goats (Capra hírcus Linnaeus). The Orma

raise cattÌe for subsistence and trade milk and other

products, and for decades have marketed considerable numbers

of cattle to Mombasa and other areas (Allaway L9791 " Other

market centres are Bangali, Bura, Hola and Garissa.

the tlpical pastoral herding systems are described (NIB

L975; AIIaway L979'). The herds are kept in two groups. The

nilking herd comprising lactating co$rs and calves are

maintained near settlements or villages located near sources

of perrnanent water. The other group, the dry herd

constitutes the dry cows, heifers and males, which rnake up

the majority of the cattle. This group is usually highly

mobile, covering considerable distances in search of good

grazing and temporary water holes which are found away from

the Tana River, especially after the rains.

In the absence of abundant water sources like rain pans

(pools) during the wet season, cattle probably drink every

other day (FAO 1-973), although longer intervals may be

required sometimes.

The seasonal patterns of use of the Tana River District
by cattle is generally that of dispersal in the wet seasons

when availability of water is widespread, thus allowing the
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interior to be used d.uring dry seasons.

Cattle concentrate near permanent water (mainly from wells)

in the interior and along the river (Watson et aI. L973¡

AIIaway LgTg). The Tana River delta provides important dry

season grazing.

The ormars past way of life is described by AIIaway

(Lg7g), who notes that their lifestyle has remained almost

unchanged to this day in spite of some significant changes

in the region. In the late 1940s much of their grazing area

was taken up by Tsavo National Park, while the rangeland in

the south west was withdrawn to form the Galana Ranch.

AddÍtional information about pastoralism in the region are

given by LNDP/FAO rangelands survey reporÈ (FAO L973¡

AIlawaY L979).

1"4.3.3 Somali

The Somali are also nomadic pastoralists, occupying the

northern part of the district and though they are recent

immigrants into the area, they are long time enemies of the

Orma (lrTatson et aI . L973¡ NIB Lg75) and apparently their

population has been increasing (Table 3). They are mainly

camel (Came1us dromedarius) herders.
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CEAPTER II

LTTERÀTT'RE REVIEW

Introduction

This chapter highlights related literature within the

span of the study, i.e, 1970-1990. Issues regarding animal

numbers and distribution are also dealt with and other

environmental attributes such as water and vegetation are

discussed. Socio-economic or land use factors are also

considered.

2.1 Anima1 Nr¡mbers and Distribution

Available ecological data are for isolated areas of the

district where individual researchers have worked. Data on

animal numbers and distribution have been collected by

various workers (Watson et aI. 1-973; Dirschl et al. 1978¡

Allaway L979; Stelfox and Mugambi L979; Stelfox et al. L979¡

Trent-Bunderson 1981; Kufwafwa 1-981, 1985).

Watson et al. (1973) gave numbers and distribution of

animals for the whole district, whereas Stelfox and Mugambi

(Lg7g), and. Kufwafwa (1981) covered 6500 kmz and 6375 krn2 of

the district respectively whích constituted only the delta

region. Allaway (1979) attempted a near-complete coverage

on the elephant only, whereas Trent-Bundersonrs (l-981-) study

covered a thin strip extending from Bura to the coast along

the Tana River. All these are fragrmentary and hence not

fully representative of the dístrict.

Dirschl et al. (L978) and Stelfox et al. (L979)
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provided results of aerial censuses of livestock and

wildlife of the Kenya rangelands collected and analyzed on

the basis of ecologicaL units, in which the study district
T^ras included. However, district specific data were not

given. Stelfox et al. (1979) gave results of livestock and

v¡ildl-ife for L977 and L978 censuses along the same line as

Dirschl et aI. (1978).

A study on the management of large herbivores in Kenya

(Rep. of Kenya l-980) provided the numbers and certain
aspects of seasonal distribution of some species but

seemingly drew much of the information from works of Dirschl
et aI. (L978) and Stelfox et aI. (7979). Furthermore, the
rrnanagement unitsrr designed comprised Kitui and Tana

Districts, but the data are not district specific, therefore
of limited use to district planners.

Watson et aI. (1973) suggested that movements of
people, IÍvestock and wildlife, to and from the Tana River

depended on seasons (Figs 8a and 8b). A sirníIar pattern has

been reported by other workers (ÀIlaway L979; Rep. of Kenya

L980; Trent-Bunderson l-981-; Kufwafwa 1985) .

The animals (Iivestock and wildlife) move to and from

the river during different seasons. During the wet season,

movement is away from the river; eastward towards Garissa

and Lamu, and westward to the interior of the district. This

is governed by availability of forage and surface water.

fn the dry season, movement is towards the river (Watson et
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Seosonol movemenl of livestock in Tono River DistrictFigure Ba.
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aI. L973; Allaway 7979; Kufwafwa l-985). The movements a!'ray

from the river are believed to be true for most witdlife

species, though the relative distances for each species is
unknown (Rep. of Kenya 1980). this study has also found

that there are important dry season fall-back areas mostly

located in major seasonal river valleys such as Galo1e,

Hirimani, Kokani, and TuIa. Wells are dug in the sandy

river beds to provide water for livestock and human needs.

Kufwafwa (1985), who provided a national overview on

nurnbers and distribution, noted that herds move from Garissa

into the Tana River District and westward into Meru and

Isiolo through the Kora Game Reserve during the dry season.

However, herds of wildlife also move from North Kitui Game

Reserve through Kora Game Reserve towards the Galana River

during the dry season and disperse in wet seasons.

Again, movement to and from permanent water sources occur in
the interior of the district, particularly with regard to
people and livestock.
2.2 Veqetation

The significant role played by vegetation as a biotic
component of the environment or ecosystem is well- known.

Vegetation serves as food, habitat and refuge for a variety
of wildl-ife and livestock. It ís also a source of raw

materials for industries (for instance paper, chemicals,

construction) and fuel among several other ecological and

economic uses.
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The vegetation of the Tana River District has been

described by many workers including Moonaw (1960); Watson

et aI. (ts73) ¡ Marsh (Is76) ¡ Allaway (L979) ¡ Agatsiva and

Epp (1981),. Trent-Bunderson (1981); and Loth (1988) " These

authors produced maps showing only parts of the study area'

but even the complete ones presented information of

generalized sca1e.

Moomaw (1960) gave a very broad description of the

vegetation types of the coastal regíon with only a part of

the study area included -- índicating what he referred to as

rrlowl-and dry forestrr of Manilkara-Diospvros along the Tana

River, rrlowland moist savannart type of Afzelia -Albizia/

Panicum in the south-east, Acacia bushland in the drier

northern parts and mangrove thickets at the mouth of the

Tana River.

Watson et aI. (L973) also provided a generalised

account of vegetation types, with the areas along the Tana

River containing gallery forests and grasslands, while a

great part of the study area is classified as bush-woodland

and some parts as open-grasslands.

The FAo (L973') , described over 75å of the region as

bushland, with bushed and wooded grassl-ands occurring in the

south and gallery forests occurring along the Tana River

basin.

Allaway (L979) described much of the study arears

vegetation as bushland except for stretches of grasslands
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and srìramps at the rower Tana frood plain in the southeast

and flood plain grasslands and bushlands along the river
courses in the interior, with bushland thickets in the

soufheastern areas"

A study on the management of very large herbivores
(Rep" of Kenya 1980) indicated that much of the study area

had dense, bushed woodlands with some grasslands in the

northern ha1f, open grasslands with scattered woodlands and

bushlands in the southern half and gallery forests,
woodrands and flood plain grassland arong the Tana basin.

Trent-Bunderson (1981) napped onry a short strip along

the Tana River, with gallery forest, riverine bushrand and

grasslands as described by IJNDP/FAO G973) i Atlaway (L979) ¡

and I{atson et aI. (1,973).

Agatsiva and Epp (1981_) derived a map from LANDSAT

imagery which covered onry tg4o kmz of the District, mostly

along the Tana River. Much of this area was noted as being

dominated by grasslands within the flood pIain, a

concentration of mangroves along the coastar creeks and

bushrand along the coast. The area west of the frood prain
was described as shrubland. Loth (1998) produced a

vegetation map of Kora Game Reserve (l-570 k*t), derived from

LANDSAT and aerial photographs. The most corrmon structural
tlpe was observed as being bushland.

The impacts which utilization and other factors have

had on the vegetation of the district are described here
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including changes brought about by human influence, fire and

climate.

Fire has turned parts of the interior into grasslands,

especially the southern parts, where the original cover was

doroinat,ed by woody plants (FAO L973; Allaway L979).

Charcoal burning in some places of the flood plain and along

the major seasonal rivers has affected vegetation, as have

cutting for house and fence construction and clearing for

cultivation (Allaway L979; Loth 1988). rt has been

suggested that elephants have had no najor impact on

vegetation change in the interior of the district and flood

plain (A11away L979; Loth 1988).

About 90å of household energy used in the district is

derived from fuelwood or charcoal. Tota1 estimated

household needs in 1988 and a projection for 1993 are

158roOO metric tons and 2OOrO00 metric tons respectively,

with the main sources being the rangelands vegetation and

riverine forests, especially along the Tana River (TRDDP

1e8e).

The flood plain vegetation has been altered through

clearing for cultivation, burning and other activities

(Marsh 1976; Allaway L979; Loth l-988). Marsh (1-976) and

Allaway (L979) provided guantitative information on forest

loss and indicated that forests have generally become

smal-Ier, loss probably being due to human activities,

prirnarily clearing for farms, cutting for canoe
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construction, burning and occasional destruction by natural

phenomena like flooding, i.e during rains. In his study,

Loth (1988), reported no significant change in vegetation

since 1963 except in the Tana River flood plains to the east

of Kora Game Reserve.

Incidence of fire along the Tana Delta and overgrazing

due to large numbers of livestock and some wild herbivores

and mangrove cutting for boat building and constructíon are

reported as factors responsible for vegetation destruction.

Decimation of forests by fire, Iogging and cultivation along

rnost parts of the coast has occurred (Trent-Bunderson 198L).

This author observed that the gallery forest of the Tana

flood plain has been reduced by cultivation, charcoal

burning, construction of dwellings and canoes.

Remnants of this forest are in small fragments along the

River north of Garsen.

The destruction of vegetation, especially woody types

does not augur well, particularly for wildlife, who need it

for shelter and food. The depletion of forests, especially

the gallery forest is a threat to endemic and rare species

of Crested Tana Mangabey and Red Colobus Monkeys.

Some wildlife species prefer forested or woodland

habitats for shade, ê.9, elephant, buffalo (Svncerus caffer

Sparrman) and waterbuck (Kobus ellipsipr!ryunis Ogilby), hence

destruction could have adverse ecological conseguences.

Moreover, elephants have responded to drastic poaching by
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seeking refuge in heavily forested areas (Trent-Bunderson

1981; Loth 1988). To protect these animals and plant

species the Tana River Game Reserve was established in 1975.

On the whole, the destruction of vegetation of any ty¡pe

contríbutes to wildlife habitat loss or changre and hence

constriction of their ranges and resultant reduction in

numbers, factors which can place premiun on their survival.

The Government of Kenya is seriously concerned about the

destruction of vegetation, an important natural resource. In

this light, it has inst,ituted active afforestation progrrams

in many parts of the country. Several areas have been

proposed for establishment of forests covering an area of

about 400,000 ha (Tab1e 4, Fig 10; TRDDP 1984).

2.3 Surface Water

Surface water (rivers, pans, ox-bow lakes) and shal-Iow

wells are limiting factors in the lives of human beings,

livestock and witdlife. The locations of principal water

sources in the interior of the region have been discussed

(FAO Le73; Àllaway reTe) (rig g).

The Tana River is the major permanent river in the

area. Its water originates from catchment areas in the

highlands severaf hundred kilornetres to the north on the

slopes of Mount Kenya and the Aberdares. The river flows

eastward as far as Garissa, and changes its course southward

into the Tana River District, and empties into the Indian
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Tabre 4" Proposed Forest Development åreas in the Tana Riverpistrict

Division Place Size (ha)

Bangali

Bura

GaloIe

Garsen

Bangali

Hirimaní

Woldena
IVayu
Matiboke
Galole

Kokani
Mwena
Hewani

L37 ,t37

L26,977

680
38 ,432
7,L69

10 r 510

6L | 44O
3,076
2 ,560

Source: District Forest Office, Tana River District.
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ocean at Kipini.

Since the level of water in the 1ower region mostly

depends on the rainfall and run-off from hightands to the
north, rainfall in the area is not an important determinant

of the permanent water supply (Allaway 1979).

Due to the flatness of the terrain at the lower reaches

of the river, there is little run-off and many areas are

susceptibl-e to floods during wet seasons, particurarry the
Tana flood plain (Trent-Bunderson 1981). The Tana River
water has a high sediment content, and therefore deposits
great quantities of al-l-uvium frorn the upper catchment areas

due to agricurturar activities (Moomaw 1960; Agatsiva and

Epp ]-e8r-) .

The other major river in the area, the Galana (sabaki),
is in the extreme south of the region and drains the
southern slopes of the Aberdares, the north Kilirnanjaro and

the Taita HilLs. There are several seasonal rivers,
principal of which are Mwitarnisyi, Tu1a, Thua, and Tiva (FAo

1973) much of whose head waters are obtained from higher
rainfall areas west of the district and are thus primarily
affected by rainfall there (Allaway L979). Many of the
well-s used are along these rivers (Fig. 9).

Rainfall within the area, hohrever, supplies the rnost

widely dispersed kind of seasonal and ephemeral water

sources, the rain pans, the natural depressions which

collect and hold rain water (over t- m and less than j-00 m in
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diarneter) " During periods of favourable rainfa1l, these

sources provide abundant and well dispersed water supplies

(Allaway 1-979') .

I{ater is an indispensable resource which has a

tremendous control on the life of any organism including man

and other animals. Its availability governs animal

movements- its availabiJ-ity pernits and its absence

prohibits, dispersal and other movements (Altaway LgTg).

Seasonal rnobility depends on water abundance. During

wet seasons the animals spread out due to widespread

availability of surface water., whereas in dry spells the

movement is restricted to permanent sources.

A comprehensive account of surface water abundance has

been compíled by FAO (L973) and Allaway (1-979) as shown in

Figure 7. This information is reliable as far as permanent

sources and certain seasonal rivers are concerned but not

for point sources like wells and surface dams. Many of

these sources have been constructed as part of development

efforts of the District Focus Strategy for Rural Development.

(DFSRD) .

These new sources will obviously influence the distribution

of anj-mals and livestock, particularly during the dry

seasons. Several water supply projects and progralTtmes are

at advanced stages of planning and implementation (IRDDP

Le84) .
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2.4 @!l__Use

The socío-cultural information of the district v¡ith

reference to the past and present land use activities has

been mentioned in section l-.4.3. There are three broad

socio-econornic activities (Fig L0) :

a) Àgriculture, both traditional and modern irrigated

crop farning;

b) Livestock rearing, constituting traditional and

developed ranching or grazing blocks; and

c) Tourism, based on wild1ife.

2o4.1 Àqriculture

Agriculture plays a dorninant role in the Kenyan economy

and generates 332 of the national GDP, providing over 752 of

ernployment and over 602 of export earnings (Riugu L987).

Agriculture in the area is characterized by large and small

scale irrigation schemes and traditional farming systems.

2 " 4.1" 1 Traditional Àcrriculture

Traditional agriculture is common along much of the

Tana River stretching from Mbalambala in the north to the

Tana Delta in the south (Fig .3), principally on the fertile

alluvia1 soils of the flood plain (Al1away 1979).

The need for farmlands has led to clearing of forests

by felling or burning. The slash and burning cultivation of

the past seems to have subsided and the scope of the farning

systems broadened, with modern techniques being adopted.

Farm sízes range from 0.5 to 3.0 ha and crops grown are
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mainly for subsistence. Farming is predominantly practised

by the Pokomo and other riverine tribes, less so by the

Mijikenda, Boni and sanye. The orma and somali rarely do

farming unless they have no }ivestock teft (Allaway L979) '

More agricultural activities have been encouraged by

the rapidly growing hurnan population. More land is likely

to be devoted to agricultural production, thus reducing

grazing land for both livestock and wildlife'

conseguently, settJ-ements I^/i11 increase and expand resulting

in increased destruction of vegetation and interference with

wildlifers use of nearby resources (Allaway L979).

2. 4.L.2 rrrigated Aqriculture

Irrigation can j-ncrease agricultural- production through

intensive use of the land (Riugu 1987). About 3Ot of the

people in the d.istrict live within irrigation schemes (TRDDP

LgBg) (fig.11). The major ones are HoIa and Bura'

The HoIa scheme which was started in 1965 supports about 600

farnilies on 870-880 ha. Cotton is the crop grown on this

scheme, with tenant holdíngs averaging 1.6 ha (4 acres).

The Bura irrigation scheme which was initially planned to

cover 6700 ha and settle over 5OOO families has only 750 ha

supporting 1OOO families (TRDDP L984' 1989). The Government

has reversed the original 6700 hectarage target to 3900 ha

of which 25oo ha have been developed (Riugu l-987) - The

tenant holdings are 1.25 ha (3 acres) and major crops grov/n

are cotton and maize.
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The second phase of the Bura scheme is supposed to be

under implementation (IRDDP 1984). The other scheme is

Tana, which has an area of 600 ha growing cotton. Irlater

frorn the river is channelled into the canals by pumps from

the source and by gravity flow onto the fields. The

district has numerous small scale irrigation schemes. The

Lower Tana Village scheme, for instance has ten such schemes

to settle 1-OTOOO farnil-ies. So far only five at Garsen are

complete with an area of 600 ha under rice (TRDDP l-989).

There are also proposals to increase the area under

food and cash crops within and outside the irrigation

schemes, mainly through the creation of numerous minor

schemes (TRDDP 1-984, 1989). Crop cover has increased from

5,624 ha in l-982 to 34'573 ha in 1986 (TRDDP L989). The

areas proposed rüere Mbalambala (1-00 ha, rice, maize); Rhoka

(36.4 ha, rice, maize) to benefit 9J- farmers; Madogo (100

ha); Mlanjo (15 ha) to benefit 32 farmers; and the already

existing Tana Delta Rice Scheme at Garsen (500 ha) to be

increased to over 16'000 ha by TARDA (TRDDP l-989) -

The schemes have had effects on pastoralism and

wildlife by increasingly alienating them from their

traditional grazing areas as the land under irrigation

increases. The Hola scheme is off the flood plain and so

competition from animals rnay be minírnal, but the smaller

schemes and Bura (with their areas expanding and being in

the flood ptain) wilt be expected to have significant
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effects (Al1awaY 1-979) .

Furthermore, livestock keeping or grazing of stock

without license in a gazetted area is prohibited under

irrigation rules. Nevertheless, these rules have not been

adhered to in the Bura scheme because settlement is still

continuing and the problems of pastoralists in the

surrounding areas have not yet been adeq'uately considered

(Riugu 1e87).

2.4.2 Livestock

This is an important form of natural resource use by

people in the area. There are two categories involved:

tradítional pastoralism and developed ranching.

2.4.2 "1 Traditional Pastoralism

Traditional Pastoralism is practised by Orma and Soma1i

people on a communal land tenure system like other

pastoralists (Pratt and Gwynne L977). As in all pastoral

cornmunities these people have a traditional right of

occupancy under statutory non-customary Iaw. However, the

land is owned Iega1l1z by the state or vested in trusteeship

(trust land) to loca1 authorities or council, and the

pastoralists have conmon rights within their own tribal

borders to qrazing, water supplies, and salt l-icks (Pratt

and Gwynne L977). However, changes in land use patterns

have encouraged mixed farming by these nomads (TRDDP 1984,

1-989). The health of their stock has improved through the

extension servj-ces of the Veterinary Department of the
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Ministry of Livestock Development. The establishment of the

Veterinary clinic and dips planned, are likely to improve

animal health further. Establishnent of marketing centres,

provision of more water facilities, crushes and two holding

grounds at Kurawa and Wenje will also go a long way in

hetpíng these nomads.

The problems facing these pastoralists are a scarcity

of resources, for instance, water, animal forage, and space,

which is compounded by competition from v¡ildlife and arable

agriculture. The impact pastoralists have had on vegetation

reduction has been pointed out. This occurs when vegetation

is set on fire in an atternpt to improve grazing for their

stock (i.e stimulation of grass growth) resulting in

reduction of woody plant cover (A11away L979; Loth 1988).

2.4"2.2 Ranches and Grazing Blocks

The history, concepts, planning, and developrnent of

ranching and Grazing Blocks in Kenya have been discussed

comprehensively (Langat l-986; Muriuki l-986; Mwangi l-986;

Sadera l-986). The socio-economic constrainÈs hampering

rangeland development are discussed by Aboud (l-986).

The ranches in the Coast Province started only recently

(L964/65) and more so in the Tana River District
(Langat l-986). There are ten ranches in the district most of

which are found in the southeastern part of the district in

Garsen Division (Fig 10, Tab1e 5 ). Three grazing blocks

have been proposed but not implemented (Tab1e 6). A grazing
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fable 5" Ranches in the rana niver oistrict

Name State

o
o
o
o
o
o

so
NO
NO
NO

o

Type of
ownership

#of SU
Shareholders

Size
(ha)

Ida-Sa Godana
Wachu
Kitangali
ciritu
Kondertu
Dalu
Haganda
Mpongrwe
Wayu
Jembe
Galana*

Co-operative 51r 000
D.A. C 32, ooo
Private 20,000
D.A.C 42,OOO
D.A.C 20,000
Church support 20r000
Private 12,000
D.A.C 401000
D.A.C 60,000
D.A. C 50, 0oo
Private 607,000

100
300
100
300
300

50
300
300
100

l- l-

5r100
3 ,2OO
2, 000
4 r2OO
2r000
2r000
L ,2OO
4r000
6, 000
5, 000
6,070

Source: DistrÍct Range office, Tana River District.

*- Part (about 28,OOO) of this Ranch is in Xilifi Dístrict.
o- Operational
SO- Semi-operational
NO- Non-operational
D. A. C- Directed Agricul-tural Company
SU- Stock Unit, One SU equals 500 kg (a cow and a calf). The Stocking
Rate of a ranch can be obtained considering one stock unit to l-0 ha
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Tab1e 6" Proposed crazinq Blocks in the Tana River District

DivisÍon Area Size (ha)

Bangali

Madogo

Garsen

Bura

Mbalambala
Saka
Anole

Assa

168, 350
328,2OO
360r 180

1_50, 000

300,165

source: District Range Office, Tana River District.
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block is a conmunar grazing land that has been defined by

physical boundaries and developed for use by livestock and

r¿ildlife (Muriuki 1986). The existing ranches wilt be

improved by provision of firebreaks, water supply, dips,
holding grounds, and marketing systems through loans

obtained from the Agriculturar Fínance corporation (AFc)

(IRDDP 1e8e).

The príncipal national government objectives of
establishment of these ranches or grazing brocks r¡as (and

stiIl) is to increase l-ivestock production (provide beef,

etc) to increase nationar income and management of the
rangeland resources for the benefit of the people concerned

on a sustainable basis (Ministry of Agriculture Lg73), as

well as educating and settling pastorarists to offer better
social services (Swallow 1999). Despite the benefits
rearj-zed, the establishment of these ranches has certain
drawbacks. As more ranches develop the pastoralists (orma)

and the wildlife will be alienated from their traditional
grazing areas and the orma rnight eventually be organized

into group or block ranches (Rep. of Kenya 19go). This rnay

lead them into sedentary existence, an issue that rnight

interfere with wildlife movement. .A.Iso, some of the

commercial- ranches and holding ground have arready excluded

past.orarists (Atraway 1979). These developments wirl
certainry affect wildl-ife as well, by reducing their ranges

and hence numbers.
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2.4 " 3 Tourism

Tourism is an important economic use of the natural

resources in the district, mainly through wild1ife, though

there is a potential for tourism around Kipini based on its

beautiful beach (TRDDP 1989).

There are two game reserves in the area (Fig.lo) , Kora

(area L72O kmz, gazetted in 1973) in the northwest and the

Tana River Primate (area 175 kmz, gazetted in Lg75) for Red

Colobus, Mangabey, and forest habitat along the Tana in the

south east. The latter Reserve is estimated to contain

about 30-40å of the remaining monkey species in the world

(TRDDP 1989). Part of Tsavo East National Park is also

within the district.

Despite the presence of game reserves, tourism voÌume

is l-ow mainly because of inaccessibility (Rep. of Kenya

1980). plans to promote tourism are under waY, involving

infrastructural improvements like construction of roads,

airstrips, and lodges. There is a plan to develop a tourist

circuit connecting Kora Game Reserve to Meru Natj-onal Park

in the north.

The conflict between hurnan activities and wíldlife

interests have been recorded. Conflicts between the Pokomo

and wildlife occur extensively during dry seasons when the

animals move towards the Tana River. These do cause

d.epredation such as crop destruction, injury and death to

livestock by elephant and buffalo (Rep. of Kenya i-980).
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A1so, the establishment of the game reserves and Tsavo

National Park have taken up part of the pastoralistts

grazing land (A1laway 1979).

A factor that has adversely affected some wild game

species, is poaching. In fact it is now threatening animals

like the elephant and the rhinoceros (Allaway L979; Trent-

Bunderson 1981). The rapid increase in poaching elephants

is ascribed to several factors-- spiralling prices of ivory
and declining numbers of large-tusked elephants elsewhere in
the country. This is enhanced by poachers being better armed

and organized, and the linitation of anti-poaching efforts

by logisticat constraints in patrolling such remote and

inaccessible areas (!,Iatson et al. t973; Trent-Bunderson

1_e8r_).

Moreover, proposed development plans involve intensive

ranching operations which are inherently sedentary in

nature. Unlike the livestock grazing practice of

pastoralists, intense ranching would disrupt wildlife

movements, a factor that would likely lead to drastic

declines in their numbers (Trent-Bunderson l-981-) .

A very significant factor in the preservation and

conservation of wildlife is the a\,üareness and appreciation

of the people of the area. It has been observed that the

general attitude of the people to wildlife has been that of

indifference, with people not knowing why wildlife are

preserved (Rep. of Kenya l-980).
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CEÃPTER III
lfETITODOLOGY

Introduction

Data acquisition involved several methods which

included aerial surveys, field surveys, secondary

information from existing literature, schedules or

questionnaires and interviews. The data were then analyzed

using various statistical methods.

3.1 Anima1 Data

the method employed in censusing animals is described

by Norton-Griffiths (L978), while the popul-ation estimates

and their standard errors v¡ere calculated using the ttJolly

2n method of unequal transects (Jolly 7969) (Appendix À).

This method is appropriate because of the non-uniformity of

the sampling frarne.

The data $/ere collected using single-engined Cessna i_85

or twin-engined Partenavia (P-68) aircraft equipped with
Global Navigation Systems (GNS 500 series 2), King Radio

intercoms systems, and radar altimeters. The survey height,

speed and strip width used $/ere L22 m, 190-210 krn/hr, and

282 or 304 cm (Ottichilo and Sinange l-985) respectively
(Tab1e 7) .

The systematic flight lines or straight belt transects

used v,rere oriented in a parallel East-V{est direction due to
the flat terrain of the district. Systernatic transect
sarnpling, also known as the systematic reconnaissance flight
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Table 7. DRSRS Survev Parameters

Date Flying

Height

(m)

Strip

widrh

(cm)

Transect

Spacing

(kn)

Speed Aircraft

(kph)

t977

L97 8

l-980

1981-

t982

1984

198 5

l_986

t987

l_988

L987

t-988

1,989

199 0

9t-

9l_

91

L22

1-22

91

122

L22

t22

122

L22

L22

1-22

t22

224

224

25O / Ars

4OO / AeO

364 / 4OO /41-8

263

282 / 3O4

282 / 3O4

282 / 304

282 / 304

282 / 304

282 / 3O4

282 / 3O4

282 / 304

10

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

150

1-50

l-9 0-210

].90-2LO

1_9 0-2 r_0

l_9 0-2 1_ 0

1_9 0-2 r_0

l-9 0-210

l_90-210

1-9 0-210

19 0-2 LO

190-21-O

19 0-2l_0

19 0-2 t-0

Cessna

Cessna

Partenavia

Partenavia

Partenavia

Partenavia

Partenavia

Partenavia

Partenavia

Partenavia

Partenavia

Partenavia

Partenavia

Partenavia

Source: DRSRS Aerial SurveYS
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(SRF) method, was chosen because it provides information on

numbers and distribution, and it gives information on trends

since it is repeatable. It is also cheaper when cornpared to

other aeriat sarnpling methods in terms of aircraft operation

expenses and easier navigation and minimat fatigue to the

crev¡. The transect spacing of 5 km (Table 7) was used for

the 1990 survey for this study. A transects rtere made using

topographic rnap sheets of 1:250rooo scale along Universal

Transverse Mercator (UTIM) grid l-ines or co-ordinate systems

(Wetmore and Townsend L977) -

During the surveys, strip width (the width of the

sample transect) was defined by two parallel metal rods

hooked to the lower part of the wing and the body of the

aircraft (on both sides) and calibrated as described by

Norton-Griffiths (1978). Only animal-s observed within this

strip were recorded. During surveys aII visual- observations

of animals by rear seat observers (RSO) within the strip

width \^rere recorded. using tape recorders. For herds

exceeding ten animals, a photo was taken. The photos v/ere

then processed and interpreted for animal species using

binocular microscopes. Taking photos was based on the

assumption that they wou}d. be more accurate than vj-sual

counts. A correct photo count was then entered in the RSO

data sheet. The RSo tape recorded observations l.¡ere

transcribed after flights onto standard data forms, cleaned

and then verified for errors and biases using computer
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programs (APPendix D).

The data was reformatted into computer datafiles and

the rrJoIIy 2rr method (Jol1y Lg6g) calculations applied to

the district d.atabase using GIS programs to obtain

poputation estimates and their standard errors (Àppendices D

and E). Population estimates will assume a randomly

distributed animal population. Distribution and density naps

were generated from these programs, i.e, derived from

occupancy maps for each species each year. Densities were

calculated as the number of species observed in the strip

width divided by the area of the strip width' The

assumptions and procedures used in obtaining some of the

information are given in Appendix D.

Seasonal- movement of animal-s were determined from dry

and wet seasonal- data, coupled with information from

Iiterature, schedules, and interviews (see section 3.2)

Fina]ly, the data were subjected to statistical

analysis methods Such as graphical comparisons, comparisons

of differences, and examination of trends by regressions'

The stocking levels (densities) of animals were

obtained according to Tropical Animal Units !,there each unit

equals 250 kg as given in Tabl-e I (Ecosystems L978; Watson

et al. Lg78; Field et a]. 1983; Peden 1-984) '

The TLU equivalent expresses the weights of animals of

various Sizes in terms of a conmon denominator. For

example, one elephant has more inpact on an environment than
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ltable 8" åninal lÍeigbts (kq) and Tropical Livestock Unit
Ecruivalent (TLU)

AnimaI TLU Kg

CattIe
Donkey
Wildebeest
Zebra
H. Hartebeest
!,laterbuck
Thomsonrs Gazelle
ImpaIa
Sable Antelope
Eland
Lesser Kudu

Oryx
Sheep and Goat

Camel

Elephant
Kongoni
Topi
Ostrich
Grantrs Gazelle
Rhino
Gerenuk
Buffalo
Giraffe
Greater Kudu

Warthog

o.72
0.6
0.5
0.8
0.5
o .42
0. 06

o. l-6
0.5
L.36
0. 1-6

o.4
o. 072

7.2
6.9
0.5
0.45
0.46
0. r_6

3.26
0. t_

1.8
3.0
0.8
0.36

180

150

1-25

200

125

105

l-5

40

425

340
40

l_00

l-8

300

l_500

\2s
L1-2

l-r-5

40

8r-5

25

450

750

200

90

Source: Pedenr 1984.
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a sheep.

Thus one elephant is given a weighting of 6.9 TLUs while a

sheep has the TLU of O.O72, It should be noted that the TLU

equJ-valent is an approximate value only. The weight of

individual animals varíes greatly from birth to ad.ulthood,

from place to place and season to season. Nevertheless, the

TLU provides a useful- index of stocking levels. The TLUs

vrere used to furnish average annual densities for each

species.

In the survey, the occurrence of elephant carcasses and

skeletons vrere recorded as v¡as done in past DRSRS surveys.

The classification of Douglas-Hamilton and Hillman (!979)

was used (Appendix B). This rnethod helped in understanding

poaching incidence and determined trends over time.

3.2 Land Use Data

These hrere acquired through appropriate questionnaires

or interviews (Appendix c) administered to various ethnic

groups either as farrners or pastoralists, Government

ministries and agencies such as Agriculture, Livestock,

Environment and Natural Resources, range management,

wildlife and tourism, and agencies like NIB and TARDA, and

prívate ranches.

In all, 350 farmers and pastoralists were interviewed

through mainly open-ended structured schedules so as to get

maximum information as possible from respondents. Since the

intervier¡rs r^/ere delívered personally, êDy difficulty
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encountered in understanding htere explained to the

respondent.

The farmers interviewed lived along the entire course

of the Tana River where most agricultural activities occur"

Of the 350 respondents, 27-4 engaged only in arable farming

whereas l-4 were both farmers and pastoralists.

The pastoralists interviewed were found mostly westward from

the river. Out of 350 respondents 122 were pure

pastoralists.

Ministries and agencies intervie\A/s s¡ere conducted with

heads of departments using questions shown in Appendix C,

and other related questions. In this respect, questions

$¡ere unstructuredri.e, so as to draw maximum ínformatj-on on

respective resource areas. The data gathered v/ere subjected

to appropriate non-parametric methods of data analyses

involving sirnple proportions.
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CEAPTER IV

¡I. O R.ESTTLTS ÀND DISCUSSION

4.1 RESI'LTS

4. I. " 1 POPT'TATTON ESTIMATES

A summary of the livestock and wild herbivore

populations, their standard errors, densities and stocking

levels for various species are given in Table 9-

4.1. 1" 1 lrivestock

Fluctuations in total livestock populations occurred

between Lg73 and l-990 (Fig L2). Increases of 12L+352*,

32+2OZ, and 77+20å were observed between 1973 and L977 |

Lg78 and l-980, 1985 and 1988 respectively. Decreases of

40+i.42 hlere indicated between 1980 and 1-985, and 46+11å

between 1988 and 1990. The 1990 population l47as 45+l-62 higher

than that of L973.

These fluctuations are depicted for individual

livestock species from L973 to 1990. The numbers of all

l-ivestock species except for camels fell- between 1980 and

1985, and between 1988 and 1990, whereas an increase in the

overall livestock population is observed between I973 and

t977, and l-985 and l-988, except for donkeys.

,tI2L refers to percentage
and 352 refers to change

change of population estimate
in the standard error.
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CÁTILE
SIIEEP AHD GOATS
CAHEL
DOIIKEY

IOTAL LIVÊSTOCK

ELEPTIA¡¡T
RHIHO
GTRAFFE

EURCHELL'S ZEERA
GREVY'S ZEBRA
THO}ISON'S GAZELLE
GRANI'S GÀZELLE
KONGONI
¡ ¡IPALA
TOPI
HUXIER'S IlEARTBÊESTE
EUFFALO
ELAHD
OSTR I CH

UARfHOG

ORYX
LESSER KUDU
IJAIERBUCK
GERENUK

SPECI ES

TAELE 9. ESTII{ÁIÊD LIVESTOCK AND II¡LO HERBfVORE POPULATIOH SIZES AIID STOCKING LEVELSlH TAHA RTVER D¡STR!CT, 1973 _1990

1973*
P. E. s. E.

211567 2311 298038 65943 210059 28797
2!991 óse1 zs416a rz7s5 ãaz:.Zz ar¿o;12a31 zel.3 24s11 1or¿1 r,tisi titiâz¿oi r3z 1646 ó04 zaST sóõ

2u209 7839 628366 g8Tr8 511393 58267

1gnn
P.E. s.E.

441?1
170

5ó01

IOIAL IJILD HERBIVORE 112502

TOIAL ANIH.ALS 396711lolAl LtvESlocK uxtTs 175113
IOTAL TIILD HERBIVORE UNIIS 3583ó0
TOIAL AN¡¡iIÂI. UNITS 351255

DENslrv ¡T¡gs¡¡r2¡
L MSÌoCK 1.79
U¡LD HERBTVORE 9.80toTAL 14.59

ANIHAL UNIT RAIIOS
LIVESToCK:l¿¡10 HERBIVoRES O.49

P.E-Popu[€tion Estimte
S.E-Stand8rd Error
TLUS- lotBI Livestock Units
S(IJRCE:*- llATSoN et Ê1 19ñ, sres, 36558 knZ**- DRSRS STJRVEYS

THE stuDy ÁREA-i9orz KHz
one Livestock Unit :250 ks.

111;:
519

2527
840

38ó3
256?
?353
5óó3
7767
1 189
t 436
5ó04

197Ae
P.E. S.Ê.

8717
267

1937
91 18

133
't334
3291

153
1023
1537

89
1ó90
189?
3617
6672

10511
1331
2980
2802

3572
139

1292
3068

13?
4r9
833
132
142

2232

12?2
23LA

1203
3076
t25

1759
673

1185

1781
1?A"a'

a
2517
93ó0

335
7ó0

8578
BZ7

ó414
2949
3262
8802

1 5906
2167
3999
4066

1980*i
P.E. s.E.

31t-O75 19el6 118ó95 22617lót919 73111 251s26 11 10139184 9057 30219 1789
21t5 704 151? 181

68137 T¿19

ó9ó503 99041
6011 278172 65915

105890 41128
384062 77719

0.1ó 7 .12 1.69
2.71 1 .05
9.8t 1.99

2-60

1039 1289
- 129

888 7335
¿T23 11667

- 1241
733 3067

1173 13831
193 1115
313 1587

3171 10917
131 1587

267A 151¿
1300 1952
732 4289

1t 49 Ar.7¿
3318 I 18ó0
401 ?J38

1059 7121
531 7078

7196?3 88976 13198? 17159

1985*
P.E, s.E.

1205 1349 507 105393T?.-
2171 1695 ó81 1212
3209 597t, 1819 6991
525 298 197 221
8¿0

2776 16r 1173 6t7O
491 : I '17
566 1051 117 117t,

5¿57 1997 950 2693
651 191 216 35
8óó 6710 5116 2117717 1209 826 397

1111 1A57 t 11 10701231 1577 305,. 2037
2102 318ó óóO 545548ó 1384 2A9 155t,
1910 3153 1215 3073
1 1 13 3399 5ó0 ?131

911ó1 ó831

ó35854 58667
226732 38191,
84ó01 2332¿

311333 44752

5.80 0.98
?.17 0.ó0
7.97 1 .15

2-67

1988r*
P.E. s.Ê.

305213 51273 202125 31A21
102eÁ8 5r?36 181827 3055152425 T2æ 27097 ó0602313 765 aZs 301

762799 71271 111874 44532

101725 8137

a?32t1 893óó
300824 5?147
906?3 2ó910

391147 58948

7-m 1-31
2.32 0.ó9

1 0.02 1.51

3.32

1 990
P.E. s.E.

481 53-:
553 3466

10n 5050
162 1535
: 875

1122 328/1
17 50

501 12A7
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4.L"L"2 llild Eerbivores

Increases and decreases in numbers of various

magnitudes in wild herbivore populations were observed

between L973 and L990 (Fig. L2). This was also true for
individual wild herbivore species over the years. The wild
herbivore populations increased by 34+15å between lg77 and

1978, and decreased by 57t103 between 1980 and l-985. The

overall wild herbivore population decreased by 4O+I2Z

between 1977 and 1990.

A significant regression fit, (p <0.05) for the wild
herbivore population over the years of survey shows an

annual decrease of 4430 animals. This is depicted by the

regression line fitted for the period between tg73 and 1990

(Tab1e 10) as:

p = 1-l-31-90 4430t, where E : # of years, L973 - tl,
1990 : tl-8.

Elephant (Loxodonta africana Blumenbach)

Decreases in elephant numbers r,rrere evident between L977

and 7978 by 60+432, by 69+30å between 1990 and l_985, and by

97+46å between 1988 and l-990. rncreases occurred between

L978 and l-980. The l-990 numbers were 97+4IZ lower than

those of L977.

RhÍnoceros (Diceros bicornis Linnaeus)

These h/ere observed in very low numbers in t973, L977,

and l-980. None was recorded in any of the subsequent

surveys. Their numbers seem to have declined since 1973.
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Table 10. Regression Analysis of Total Wild
Herbivore population Trend.

Ànalysis of Variance

source DF ,;:1.:: ,nT::: F varue prob>F

H:::: I 1!q!s33s67.r 4sessll!67.r r7.ssr 0.008scrorar ;#B;å3J3eo.626o6lo¡ga.i1 
.,

Root MsE tî]1I.????q R_squêre 0.7787Dep Mean 70793.4285j Àaj.*_.S 0.7344c. v. 22 .80664

parameter Estimates

variabre DF "Ë:?i;:;: srandard r ror Ho:Error parameter=0 erob > lflrNrERcEp - I 13190 I 1807. !1!109 9.s86 0.0002yEAR 1 _4429.47sss0 l0a5.ilsaqãj _í..igq 0.008s
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Giraffe (Giraffa canelopardalis Linnaeus)

There vJas no evidence of change in their numbers

between 7977 and 1990 except for a decrine of 36+31å between

L980 and 1985, and an increase of s3+4gz between 1978 and

1980.

Burchell.ts Zebra (Ecruus burchelli Gray)

Between L977 and i-990 there was evidence of d.ecreases

of 49+322 and 28+23å between 19Bo and 1985, and. 1988 and

1990 respectively.

Grerryrs Zebra (Equus grewi Oustalet)

Their popuration was reratively 1ow between ag73 to
1990 and the highest numbers v¡ere recorded in l_990. Theír
population decreased by 76+4s>" between l-9go and 19g5 and no

animal-s v/ere observed in the rg73 and L97g surveys. A large
increase of 585+403 ? was observed between l_9gg and 1990.

Thompsonrs Gazelle (Gazetla tbonsonii Gunther)

None were recorded in the rg73, r-995 and 19gg. A

91-+652 increase occurred between 1977 and j,g7g, and decrease
by 7L+29e" between L98O and l_990.

Grantrs Gazelle (Gazel1a qranti Brooke)

Their populations fructuated between Lg77 and l-990 with
increases of 194+51-å and 36+359 being observed between ]'977

and l-978, and l-985 and 19gB respectively. Decreases of
66+222 and 48+34å were recorded between 1980 and j-ggs, and

l-988 and 1990 respectively.
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Kongoni (AlceÞbalus buseÞhalus Pallas)

None were observed in the L973 and l-985 surveys. In

other surveys between L977 and 1990, only a few r¡¡ere noted.

An increase of 233+1588 was observed between 1978 and L980,

and a decrease of 985+4272 between 1980 and 1988.

Impala (Àepvceros nelampus Licbtenstein)

These were observed in all the surveys and their
populations did not change much between 1977 and 1990 except

for a decrease of l-09+85å between !978 and 1980.

Topi (Damaliscus korrgun ogilby)

Their populations had fluctuations between L977 and

1990 with an increase of 89+86? and a decrease of 82+492

between 1977 and \978, and between 1980 and l-985

respectively.

Eunter!s Eartbeest,e (Damaliscus lunatus Burehell)

They lrere observed in Iow numbers between 1973 and

1990. Large numbers were recorded in t973 and L97B surveys,

while the lowest numbers occurred in 1988. Decreases of

69+442 and by 93+51å occurred between l-980 and l-985, and

between 1985 and 1988. An increase of 82g+4g| Z occurred

between L977 and 1978

Buffalo (Syncerus caffer Sparrman)

These were observed throughout the survey period L973

to 1990. No evidence of change in population was observed

except for a decrease of 77+4Lå between 1980 and 1985 and an

increase of 303+774e" between 1-977 and L978.
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Eland (Taurotracrus or\rx Pallas)

There was no evidence of change in their number between

1977 and l-988. An increase of 36s+2392 occurred between

l-988 and 1990.

ostrich (Etruthios camelus Linnaeus)

There v¡ere fl-uctuations in numbers throughout the
period L973 to 1990. Decreases of 58+2gt and of 4z+3oz

occurred between 1980 and 1985 and between 1995 and 19gg

respectiveJ-y. The onry increase in their numbers occurred

between 1988 and l-990 and this was by Bi,+732.

lVarthog (Phacocherus aethiopicus paltas)

There hras no evidence of much change over the years

except when there was an increase by 32+zgz and decrease by

81-+l-5å between 1978 and 1980, and between l-98o and l-98s.

Oryx (Oryx beisa Ruppell)

Their numbers fluctuated over the years. Decrease of
7t+2rz and 33+322 occurred between l-980 and 1985, and l-988

and l-990 respectively. The only increase r¡ras recorded

between 1985 and 1988 which was by 57+322.

Lesser Kudu (Tragelaphus i¡nberbis Blyth)

There was no much evidence of change between lg77 and

l-990 except an increase of 62+442 and a decrease of 4r*24e"

between 1977 and L978, and between l_980 and 1985

respectively.
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ÍÍaterbuck (Kobus ellipsiprl¡mmis Ogilby)

There were fluctuations in their nunbers over the

years. There vrere decreases of 58+31,å and 66+50å between

L98o and 1985, and between 1988 and 1990 respectively. The

only increase was by 86+292 observed between 7978 and 1980.

Gerenuk (Litocranius walleri Brooke)

There !,rere various changes in their populations between

L977 and l-990. A decrease of 52+18 I occurred between 1-980

and 1985 and an increase of 74+30å between 7978 and 1980.

4.1O2 TREND IN NUUBERS OF ENDÀIIGERED SPECIES

The animal species threatened by poaching are the

elephant and the rhinoceros (Western L987). Their numbers

have declined to very l-ow Levels over the years (Table 9).

Their trends have been nainly downv¡ards (F.igs 1-3 and L4) "

Table l-0 depicts the number of dead elephants expressed

as a percentage of live plus dead from 7-977 through l-990.

Dead elephants hrere determined frorn carcasses and bones

found in surveys following methods developed by Douglas-

Hamilton and Hil-l-man (L979) . The percentage distribution

ratj-o of live to dead are shown on Figure 15 and Table 11.

The percentage of live elephants decreased by 6o*43eot

69+30 Z, and by 97+46å between L977 and 1978, between l-980

and 1985, and between l-988 and 1990 respectively.

The percentage of dead increased by L78+3L2, and by 31-+18å,

between 1977 and 1978, between 1988 and 1990.
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TABLE 1 1 DEAD ELEPHANTS

r91 7

P,E S,E

LIVE

DEAD

TOTAL

PERCENTÀGE

LIVS: DEÀD

87 L7

27 13

EXPRESSED AS

l-1430

3412

523

P.E

24

3:1

1978

s.E

3511

3485

7 529

PERCENTAGE OF LTVE PLUS DEAD

11014

ro39

644

1980

P.E S.E

68

Lr2

t222

4249

77 64

12053

1205

914

198 5

P.E S.E

64

It2

t512

1349

33 47

4696

507

473

1988

P.E S.E

7I

l:2.5

693

L053

2227

3280

68

Li2

481

319

t-990

P.E S.E

588

69

33

2922

2955

32

388

99

1:99
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From Lg77 to 1990, the number of dead animals surpassed

the living, êD evidence possibly of increased poaching

activities over the years. Although natural mortality due to

drought and diseases rnay partly be responsible, but loss due

to human activities such as poaching and possibly self

habitat destruction are also responsible. self habitat

destruction is a situation where elephants cause damage to

vegetation due to increase in numbers beyond the carrying

capacity of the range and vegetation regeneration. Thís

occurred in Tsavo National Park (Laws et aI. 1975).

Regardless of the biases due to methodologY, etc. the

elephant population trend is downwards between 1'973 and

1990.

4.1.3 DTSTRIBÌITION PATTERNS AND DENSITIES

4.1.3.1 The stockincf levels (densities)-Total animal,

livestock and wild berbivore

The total animal densities per square kil-ometre varied

widely between Lg73 and 1990 (Tab1e 9). High densities v¡ere

observed in ]:g73, 1977, and. 1980, moderate densities in

Lg78, and low densities in L985 and 1990. Large declines of

36+1-8å and 46+L7Z in densíties occurred between l-988 and

199O,and between L98o and l-985 respectively whereas

increases of 26+24Zrand 66+29? were registered between ]-978

and l-980, and between 1985 and 1988 respectively' A decline

of 42+222 was observed between 1977 and 1990'
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Total livestock densities show fluctuations of various

magni-tudes between 1973 and l-990 (Tab1e 9). Decreases of

50+l-9? and 39+l9Z occurred between 1980 and 1985, and

between 1988 and 1990 respectively.

Increases in densitÍes of 49+352 and 93+353 htere

registered between 1-973 and L977, and between 1985 and 1988

respectively. However, there was not evidence of overall

change in total livestock densíties between L973 and 1990.

Total wild herbivore densities differed from those of

Iivestock. There was not much change in the total wild

herbivore between L977 and 1990 except a decrease of 46+422

between 1980 and 1985. However, an overall decrease by

70+40å was registered between 1977 and 1990.

4.L"3"2 Distribution and Den

The density distribution for livestock and wild

herbivore species in space and time from 1'977 through 1990

are described and shown in Appendix E. The density was

within 1-0 km by 10 kn for the year 1-977 and within 5 krn by

5 km for subsequent years. The years 7977, L978' 1980, and

L985 were dry years; and 1988 and 1990 v¡ere wet years. The

above parameters are affected by water and forage

availability as determined by seasonality (dry or wet) among

other factors
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Cattle

The pattern is more or less sinilar for i-988 and 1-990

as indicated by dispersed nature of distribution explained

by widespread availability of water and forage. For the dry

season survey of i-977 | L978, 1980, and 1985, the pattern of

distribution is similar, though the densities vary slightly.

The slight variation in terms of clumpness or sparsity in

L977 is due to difference in transect spacing.

Animals $¡ere distributed nostly atong the Tana River basin,

the dry river valleys of the seasonal rivers, permanent

weI1s and grazing land in the central and northern regions.

The lower southwestern corner of the district spots l-ower

densities because of presence of Tsavo East National Park,

restricted for livestock use.

Sheep and Goat

Similar pattern of densities and distribution as

cattle. The same explanation holds true.

Donkey (Equus asinus)

The same explanation as above applied, but their

distribution depends on the distribution of villages and

settlernents, mostly close to water ho1es. The patterns and

densities remained somewhat similar for the dry season

mainly concentrated in the central areas (around wells and

dry river valleys) and along the Tana River.
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As for the rainy season of 1988 and 1990, sparser and less

denser in 1990 than in 1988.

CarneI

These are mostly found in the northern part of the

district. In the dry years of L977, 7978, l-980, and 1985,

the pattern seemed to have remained the same although, they

moved further south in 1980 and in 1985.

The densities over the years have remained similar as well-.

In wet years of L988 and 1-990, they hrere more concentrated

in the north, and relatively more spread out in l-988 than in
1990. Densities r^rere retatively lower in 1990.

Elephant

The pattern of distribution for the dry years seem

somewhat símilar, but the densities have gone down

progressively over these years. The same pattern of decline

in densities emerges also for the wet season survey of 1-988

and l-990. This species was mostly distributed in the

protected areas such as Tsavo East National Park in the

southwestern part and Kora Game Reserve in the northwest,

and a few forest íslands along the Tana River.

Rhinoceros

Very low densities, sparsely distributed in L977 and

1980 in and close to Tsavo East National Park. None hrere

seen since l-980. Poaching is the reason for this decline.
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Giraffe
The distribution pattern and densities !¡ere simÍIar in

the dry years of L977 (sparser), L978, 1980, and 1985.

In 1988 and 1990, patterns of distribution v¡ere similar, but

a lower density v¡as recorded in 1990 than in l-988. There

$¡ere more clusters in the northern and central regions of

the district in all seasons.

Burcbellrs Zebra

The distríbution pattern was more or less sirnilar in
1988 and 1990, but rrras more widespread in 1988 and less

denser in l-990. Higher concentratíons hrere found in the

southeastern part of the district and southern region

occupied by Tsavo East National Park. In the drier years of
L977 | L978, l-980, and l-985, the species was found

concentrated along the eastern regions close to the Tana

River, and ín 1978 was located in a pocket in Tsavo East

National Park. There was not much noticeable change in
densities of Burchell-ts zebra among these years.

Grevyr s Zebra

The densities of this species s/ere 1ow and their
distribution was sparse. They hrere found in isolated
northern and eastern parts of the district. The

distribution patterns varied widely during the dry season

survey I L977 (north) , l-980 (central) , l-985 (eastern, along

the Tana River). The densities of the Grevyrs zebra were

higher in l-980 than in 1-977 and 1985.
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In the wet season survey of 1988 the species was found

in southwestern parts of the district close to Tsavo Park.

The species density distribution was higher in 1990 than in

1988. This variability in distribution pattern could be

ascribed to the nobility and adaptation of this species"

Grantrs GazeIIe

This species was mainly found in the central and

southern half of the district. Their distribution pattern

looks similar in 1977, L978, 1980, and 1985 (close to Tana

river) except the population density looks less denser in

L977 and 1985 than other dry season surveys.

The distribution pattern and densities !¡ere similar for wet

season surveys, although their densities v/ere l-ower in 1988

than 1990

Thomsonrs Gazelle

This species was found in southern part of the district

in the L977, L978 and 1980 censuses. The patterns of

distribution \^/ere similar and the species was sparsely

distributed at 1ow densities. In the 1988 survey no animal

v¡as observed. In the wet season census of 1990 the species

was mainly concentrated in the south of the district at

lower densities.
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KongoDi

The Kongonis trere observed at 1ow densities and sparse

distribution in the north close to the Tana Ríver in the

Lg77 survey, central close to the Tana River ín 1978, higher

densities in the south in 1980. The pattern of distribution

and densities remained similar in the 1988 and l-990 surveys.

ImpaIa

This species shows low densities and sparse

distributíon in the wet season surveys of 1988 and 1990.

They v¡ere mostly found in the southern part of the district.

In the dry season surveys of L977 they were found in the

southeast, in l-985 in the south, and close to the Tana river

in irg78 and 1980.

Topi

In all years (dry or wet) high densities of the Topi

were observed in the southeastern corner of the district

bordering Lamu district and the fndian ocean. The

distribution pattern and densities of this species remained

the same. This species is migratory.

Hunterts Aartebeest

The densities of this species hlere low and their

distribution sparse and isolated in all years. There seems

to be little change over the years. They were found in

southeastern part of the district bordering Garissa and Lamu

districts close to the Tana River in L977, 1-978, and 1980,
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Itarthog

The warthog was widely distributed, mostly in central

and southern parts close to the Tana River in 1977 , 7-978,

1980, and 1985 but at lower densities in 1985. The pattern

of distribution and densities renained similar for l-988 and

1990. This species is coÍrmon near farmlands and road sides,

particularly between Hola and Bura.

Or1rx

This species was widely distributed but more in the

southern half of the district. Their densities were almost

the same in aII (wet and drY) Years.

IJesser KUdu

This species was sparsely and widely distributed in a]l

years. Their densities were more or less similar over the

years as well.

IÍaterbuck

The waterbuck was found in southeastern part of the

district mainly along river courses. The distribution

patterns and densities have remaíned the same from t977 to

i-990.

Gerenuk

This species IÀIas v/idely and sparsely distributed in the

district from 1-977 to L990. Likewise, the densities have

remained the same over the same duration.
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4 o 1o 4 SEASONAL ItIOVEI'tElfl[ OF I,M8TOCK AND If ,D EERBMRES

Livestock and wildlife generally move towards the Tana

River during the dry season (Figs 8a and 8b).

Livestock are normally moved to pernanent wells and

major seasonal river valleys in search of water and pasture

and should the dry season lengthen, onto the Tana River. The

major well sites are Bangale, Wayu, I{aldena, Assa, Bi1bil,

and Dukanotu. The seasonal rivers include Kokani, Hirimani,

Galole, and Thua. Important dry season fall-back areas are

the flood plain grasslands in the Tana delta, and other

flood plains along and close to the Tana River" Herds move

northwards towards the Kora National Reserve as well. The

survey reveals that there are good grazing areas but without

water.

These areas where availability of water is the most

significant lirnitation to pasture use during the dry season

inctude areas between Matoboke and Chiffri close to lag

(river) Komoli, areas west of river Hirimani, north of

V{aldena, Adi, and west of Assa. If boreholes or wells are

set in these areas conpetition for forage during dry season

rnay be minimized. Hov¡ever, concentration of too many wells

in a given area may cause localized overgrazing and

environrnental degradation (Warren and Maizels L977; Sanford

1983; Livingstone 1991). Sincl-air and Fryxell (1985) quote

Wade (7974) regarding the effects as rr each borehole became

the center of its own little desertsrr.
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During the wet season, livestock and witdlife disperse

westwards from the Tana River as was also noted by Watson et

aI. Lg73 and Kufwawa (1985). Thís is indicated by examining

the 1980 dry season survey and wet season surveys of 1988

and 1990 (Appendix E) for cattle, sheep and goats. The same

movement is al-so true for wildlife during the wet season.

The dispersal is shown by Burchellrs zebra, impala, and

buffalo, in l-988 and 1990, and elephant in 1990.

The dry season movement is il-lustrated by Burchellrs

zebra, impala, elephant, and buffalo in l-978 and 1980, and

buf f alo in L985. The movement is mainl-y towards the Tana

and Galana rivers.

4.L"5 LAND TTSE STIRVEY FINDINGS ÃND ÀITÀIJYSIS

The questionnaire (Appendix C) which vtas personally

adrninistered formed the basis of this descriptive survey to

get a sense of conflicts between wildlife and arable farrning

and constriction of pastoral livestock range.

The farmers hrere mainly from the Pokomo tribe. Other

ethnic groups included the Malakote' MunyuyâYa, Sanye

(wata), and the Mijikenda. A few orma and Somali people

also practise farming. The farmers on the major irrigation

schemes represented most of the major tribes in Kenya and

included the Kikuyu, Meru, Embu, Luhya, Kamba, and Luo.

Two of the rnajor irrigation schemes, Bura (Plate 1) and

HoIa have displaced wildlife and livestock from their former

qrazing range. Burars main canal (Fig A6, Plate 2) runs for
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58 km and Hola for 17 kn along the river" These canals have

depths of 2-3 m and widths of 4 m. AIso, the

imptementation of a massíve l-2rOOO ha rice growing scheme,

the Tana Delta Rice Irrigation Project has been started in

1991-. Its canal will be 32-47 km long, 6 In wide and I-2 m

deep, vrith only three animal corridors. This scheme is

within a major flood plain grassland which serves as the dry

season grazíng range (P1ate 4). This study also, found

that the traditional farming, âD activity (P1ate 3) that has

been in existence along the river for a long time has

apparently not changed much.

A total of 228 farmers (14 being both pastoralists and

farmers) were interviewed (Tab1e ]-zl. All the farrners

(1ooå) indicated depredation of their crops by wild

herbivores" The problem species included warthog, zebra,

waterbuck, bushbuck, hippopotamus, buffalo, monkeys and

baboons. Elephants used to be a great menace but have

become rare and hardly responsible for depredation problem.

Consequently, the najority of farmers (88å) and pastoralists

(82e") expressed the view that wildlife vtere of no benefit to

them. ÀImost all the respondents (98å) (farmers 982 '
pastoralists 99e") were also a$/are that wildtife were

protected by the Government.

Most farmers (88å) interviewed held the view that

wildlife had no benefit or value to them. One farmer for

example had this to saY:
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Tabre L2" Respondent Attitudes Towards wilð Eerbivores in
Tana River District

PRoPORTTON (å)

ALL I{ildlife IrIildrif e wildlife protection protection
val-ue:no valuesyes :tyes/no avrare not aware

Group

n:350859699
Farm-
èv

n:21-4888498

Pasto-
ralists
n:1-22 82 1_0 7 99

Both
11= 14 l-00 0 0 l-OO

* Denotes a situation where the respondent was indifferent aboutthe wildlife value, i.e answered yes and no.

0
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rrl,that benefit do r get from wird]_ife when the rittle r
plant is harvested by these anírnals with no pay from

the Government. Furthernore, r can no longer kilr any

animal for subsistence --the Government had better keep

its animals offil.
À total of J-36 pastorarists (Tab1e tz) that incl_uded

the orna (r-03) and the somali (19) rrere interviewed.
sirnilarly, the rnajority (B2z) of the pastoralists were of
the view that wild herbivores had no value or benefit to
them because of either transmission of diseases (3g?) or
competition for forage (53å) with their stock, particurarry
during the dry seasons.

one pastoralist, for instance, respond.ed that he was

afraid of hunting for meat because wildlife is the
rrpropertyrr of the Government and no longrer rrfreefr as Ín the
past.

PastoralÍst interviewees attached loss of their grazíng
l-and to parks and reserves (4sz), irrigation (3zz), drought
(212) , ranching (18å), overqrazing (]-7Z), and. pests and

diseases (22).

The ranches in the study area are either irnplemented
and developed and operational or undeveloped and non-
operational. one of the most developed is rda-saa Godana

(plates 5 and 6). Each member is alrowed a certain number of
livestock. Most of the shareholders are pastoralists. on

these ranches, owned by shareholders, only membersl
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livestock are allowed. Entry of other livestock is

prohibited, contraveners risking heavy fines. However, with

payrnent of water and grazing fees livestock of non-members

are occasionally allowed access.

Further, the survey showed that ovetgtazing and

trarnpling by hoof activity by large herds of livestock were

the cause of environmental change according Eo 822 and 56å

of pastoralist interviewees respectively. overgrazing has

also led to destruction of herbaceous vegetation (Plate 7).

This effect is coÍrmon around overcrorüded areas such as weIls

and near permanent settl-ements or villages. The situation

becomes severe during dry seasons when there is scarce

forage for both wildlife and livestock. Pastoralists agree

that competition is ninirnal- during wet seasons.

Pastoralists harboured the view that land degradation was in

part due to pressure by large herds of livestock (7LZ),

increase in human population (71"2), and unreliable rainfall

(422). Most pastoralists (66e") provided movement of

livestock or minimal cutting off trees as methods to ease

environmental degradation.

This study revealed that forest areas have been lost to

farming, accidental and deliberate fires. Farmers open up

bush for agriculture and pastoral-j-sts set fires to open up

bush to facilitate easy passage of the people and their

livestock, to stimulate nevt grol¡¡th to obtain better biomass

and to kill parasites and pests (Plate 8). These traditional
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techniques for range improvernent and management are also

noted by Niarnir (l-990). The Orma also clairn that their
grazing areas have been reduced by influx from the Sona1i

people from the Northeastern province (242).

4"2 DTSCUSSTON

This sectíon considers seasonal animal movements, the trend
of certain species and probable reasons for changes in the

numbers and distribution of livestock and wild herbivores

over the years.

4.2.1 ITMSTOCK

The L977 , 7978, l-980 and l_985 surveys $/ere conducted

during dry seasons, and the 1-988 and 1990 censuses during

the wet seasons. The animals moved to and from the Tana

River district during different seasons. During the drought

or dry spell herds move to the Tana River (I{atson et aI.
1,973; Kufwafwa 1-985) .

During the wet season, animals disperse av/ay from the

Tana River, westwards to other parts within the Tana River

District, in agreement with lrlatson et ar. 1973 and Kufwafwa

1-985. Therefore, surveys conducted during such periods

showed either high or Iow estimates during the same periods,

and arso affected the pattern and densities of individual
species.

There were drought spells which might explain why the

densities or the numbers of animals declined. There was a
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mild one Ln 1,979, and a prolonged and severe nationwide one

in 1984. The latter, was responsible for nassive death of

both livestock and wild herbivores.

It is difficult to provide a precise estimate of the

animals that had died because of the 1-984 drought since no

complete survey was undertaken immediately before the

drought. However, the 1985 census was carried out

immediately after the drought, âs indicated by the fact that
the numbers obtained compared to previous censuses vrere

lower

Decreases could also be attributed to marketing and

emJ-gration. Immigration can also mask the effects of the

drought. It should also be noted that in the early 1970s

and periods before then raids by bandits (caIled shiftas)
often led to loss and reduction of livestock in Tana River

District.

On the average, wild herbivores t¡ere slightly less

affected by the drought than livestock possibly due to their
l-ess dependence on water because of various behavioural and

physiological adaptations (Pratt and Gwynne t977).

The increases in numbers of livestock in some years,

i.e, during wet seasons can possibly be explained by natural

reproductive recruitment, improved veterinary attention and

in some cases due to improvement in survey methodology which

improves sampling intensity.
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4O2'2 !ÍIIJD EERBIVORES

The same environmental parameters discussed above

influence wild herbÍvore numbers, densities and

distribution, particurarly wiÈh regard to the LgTg and 1984

drought effects, âs evj-denced by the decline in numbers of
most species between 19go and i-995. The increases were

possibry due to the same factors as for livestock save

veterinary services. Most species increased between Lg77

and 1-978, and 1985 and 1988.

Movement and population dynamics of wild herbivores are
also related to availability of food resources. The onset
of the wet season improves the range conditions, for
example, the water and forage in all areas allows dispersal
and rnovement to areas of minimar human disturbance. This
$¡as possibly the case in the above wet years.

However, the decreases in add.ition to the naÈuraI

factors such as droughts could be ascribed to poaching

parti-cularly for the elephant and. the rhinoceros, natural_

mortarity, habitat destruction due to human activi_ties such

as agricultural development (irrigation schemes), and

competition from livestock as indicated by the ratio of
livestock to wild herbivores (Table 9).

on the whole, wild herbivores vrere slightly less
affected by drought than rivestock. rt should be noted that
due to the organization of several species into small herds
of various sizes and low densities, there is possibility of
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fluctuation in their numbers as arso suggested by Kufwafwa

(1985). This author aÌso noted that fluctuations of various
wildlife species may be attributed to seasonar distribution
because some species aggregate during the dry season,

conseguently increasing transect variance, thus providing
estimates with higher standard errors. Furthermore, some

wild herbivore species like the topi and Hunterrs hartebeest
are migratory.

4.2.3 TREND TN NTNIBERS OF ENDÀNGERED SPECIES

The ratio of live to dead elephants had decreased

generally from 3:1 in L977 to 1:99 through l-990 (Tab1e 11),
irnplying an increase in the ratio of dead to rive. This is
an indication of rapid rj-se in elephant mortarity. Their
numbers and distribution have plummeted to very 1ow l_evels

from L977 to 1,990. Despite the Governmentrs effort to
prohibit hunting and dealing in trophies by proclamation of
an Act in 1976, and strict enforcement by antipoaching
forces, poaching continued.

This cal-1ed for an urgent need for conservation
measures both at nationar and international revels, and.

finarry led to the placement of the erephant under Appendix

one of the convention on rnternationar Trade in Endangered

Species of Flora and Fauna (CITES) in 1989.

Because of the above move r believe the international
markets will disappear and the survíval of this species
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maintained. The main threat was and stilr is poaching (cobb

t976r' Hillman 1-977; ottichilo 19gi-; pilgram and western

1986r" Dougras-Hamilton rgBT), but environmental factors such

as drougiht, and the encroachment of man on their habitat are
partly responsible.

The rhinoceros, too, has been the vi-ctim of poaching

for their horns used as aphrodisiac, analgesic and

ceremoniar daggers (talestern lgBT) in Asian countries. None

has been seen in surveys since 1980. This possibry suggests

they have been elimínated there. rn fact, the few left in
the entire nation are protected in parks and sanctuaries
(I,Iestern l-987). Like the elephant, this species had long
been placed under the Àppendix one of crrEs but their
poaching continued unabated.

4o2o4.1 rlfPAcT oF ÀGRICULTURE oN IÍILDIJIFE A¡rD IJIvEsTocK

DISTRIBT'TION

frriqation Schenes

The irrigation canals mentioned earrier with depths of
over l- m and width of at least 4 rn, can act as barriers to
anirnals and prevent access to the river and grazing ranges.

The few passages along the rengthy canars alIow Iittle
movement of animals.

Moreover, the depths and widths can cause accidental
animal mortality. Furthermore, irrigation rules and. by-raws

prohibit entry of livestock into the schemes lest crops are
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destroyed"

However, one important observation from the survey !/as

that these canals have turned out to be important sources of
v¡ater for Man and his livestock, and wirdlife. Large herds

of cattl-e, sheep and goats, zebras, and warthogs h¡ere conmon

sights. About 322 of the pastoralist respondents attributed
irrigation schemes as an activity that reduced their grazing

ranges.

ÀIso, most minor irrigation schemes (Fig 11) and Bura

are located within the flood plain which serve as important
grazing range. This situation will be aggravated further
with the implementation of the Tana Delta Rice rrrigation
project.

The latter scheme is within a major flood plain
grassland (P1ate 4) which serves as prime dry season grazing
grounds for both pastoral livestock and wild herbivores.
since this area is a critical dry season farr-back area, the
density of both wild herbivores and livestock usually
increases during the dry season. Consequently, the

establishment of this project will 1ead to even more

overstocking and hence overgrazing. Many animals will dÍe as

a result, thus reducing their population.

Traditional Farminq

The l-and use survey conducted shows that there has been

Iittle evol-ution in this ord activity. This is so because
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of less application of inputs such as fertÍlizers, pests and

disease controlling chemicals, and the use of simple farrning

implements. Also, because of small farm sizes and 1ack of
title deeds access to loans was a problem.

À11 the respondent farmers reported heavy depredation

of their crops by some wild herbivore species. This

underlines the conflÍct that exists between agricurture and

wild1ife, and implies extension (overlap) of the range of
these animals into farmlands. As arable l-and increases

inland, which is the case, wildlife will be pushed further
and further away. For the destructíon of their crops, the

farmers are serdom compensated. This has created hardened

and hostile attitudes towards wild1ife.
Because of the immediate loss íncurred, farmers fail to

realize that the money channelled into various development

and welfare efforts accrue from tourism. Despite the fact
that crop damage is an inevitable part of farming the

government should compensate farmers for crop depredation to
stem negative attitudes held by farmers. Despite that, 98 Z

of the farmers hrere fully aware of protection accorded to
wildlife by the Government. rncidentarry, farmers reported

hardly any case of crop loss resulting from pastoral

livestock, indicating that pastoralists rarely go there.

Ranches and Grazing Blocks

The ranches are private property and no longer a1low

other pastoralists to graze their animals there. Such
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excrusions constitute reduced range and distribution for
pastoral livestock as expressed by 18 z of pastoralist
intervie\¡rees. Moreover, the restriction on the number of
livestock al-lowed per nember means reduction in the number

of pastoral livestock. However, these uray be beneficial
because overgrazíng will be minirnized.. Furthermore,

installation of we1Is, crushes, dips and range reseeding and

animar breeding will- improve the quarity of poor rocal
st,ock.

As most of the ranches are undeveroped, wil-d herbivores
have not yet been affected. Even, in the devetoped ranches

wildlife stil-I live undisturbed and in fact benefiting from

water development in these ranches.

Ranch managers indicate that wirdrife survivar was

considered when ranch development was being planned, that
wildlife will be al-lowed to rive on a sustainable basis.
But as the stocking level increases and more developments

are instituted (e.g roads, fencing, clearing etc) wild
herbivores will be less tolerated, in which case their
numbers and dj-stribution wirl be affected negativery in the
future. The Government should pay the ranch or brock oh¡ners

direct monetary benefits to promote good wil_l and commitrnent

to conservation of wildlife (pratt and Gwynne rg77 r- Lusigi
l-981-) . This may be necessary especialry in the case of
wildlife transmitt,ing diseases to rivestock. This approach

essentially conforms with what western (rg}7) referred to as
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frpeople managementrt, where people or conmunities in v¡ildrife
areas should be involved in decisions about conservation and

utilization of wildlife that directry affects then, a point
also shared by Abel and Blaikie (1996). Further, Aber and

Braikie (1986); willians and Albon (1988) suggest that the
arienation of people in wildrife areas has never worked

because of hostility created towards wildlife. Arso, the
notion of co-managiement (Berkes et al. 1991-; pinkerton L99r¡

Potocnjak 1991; usher 1991; Iteiner 199L) where resource

users and the government share management responsibilities
may be considered, in this case, either with private
ranchers or communal or grazing block owners.

Berkes et aI. (1991_) provide examples of resource

by the Aboriginal people of Canada, pinkerton (1991_) on

case of forestry, fisheries, and wildlife in Canada,

Potocnjak (1991-) on fisheries in Chile, Usher (1991) on

wildlife in canada, and vteiner (l-991-) on co-management

wil-dlife and natural resources in general.

use

a

of

Aboud (l-986) notes that the socio-economic constraints
in the J-mplementatj-on of range development are disregard of
traditional knowledge for rivestock and rangie management and

pastoral socia] organizations and institutions by range

planners and implementors. Aboud (L986) suggests brending of
modern techniques and local traditional knowledge wirl help
in project j-mplementation and success. This idea is strongly
supported in the words of Paul parker as cited by Nianir
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(1990) " an idea borrowed from the people, developed by the

agronomist (or ranger or forester) and returned to the

people again is much likely to be adopted than something

totally alien to the culturerr. The above opinions emphasize

the significance of loca1 knowledge and management systens

of natural resources (LKMS) (Nianir 1990) and hence the need

for loca1 participation in irnplementation of ranches and

grazing blocks. The above initiative could succeed if

pastoralists are educated on the sígnificance of ranching

and grazing blocks.

Pratt and Gwynne (t977) indicate that ranching of wild

animals has been shown to be a profitable enterprise in

Central and Southern Africa, but in East Africa (Kenya,

Uganda and Tanzania) exploitation of wild animals for meat

and other products was restricted to a few schemes. These

authors for example, noted attempts with domesticated

Thomsonrs gazelIe, oryx and eland in the present Galana

ranch. This proposal was hampered by diseases and

legislation. I strongly beLieve this will be hampered by

cultural forces, lack of managerial and technical ski1Is,

financial capability by the local people, and marketing

problems for the products. Incidentally, such a proposition

has been hardly attempted even in other major wildlife areas

in Kenya. Therefore, the potential for comnercial

utilization of wildlife through ranching will be linited.

But as mentioned before, the potential for non-consumptive
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utilization such as photography and viewing exists, with
improved infrastructural- development. A1so, it is
worthwhile to re-introduce consumptive utilization such as

hunting by lifting the standing Government ban in the

future, subject to population status of wildlife species.

The long term dang,er of overstocking from wildlife ín

the ranches or blocks may be contained by culling or

cropping (Pratt and Gwynne L977). The ranchers should be

made to believe that wildlife is their rrsecond stockrr or

what Lusigi (1981) referred to as rrsecond cattlerr. Also,

corridors have been planned for access of both wildlife and

livestock between ranch boundaries.

Grazing blocks íf implemented will eventually, involve

restriction on herd sizes in order to keep herds within the

carrying capacity. This may ultimately result in the

reduction of animal numbers. Since blocks might not be

fenced, wildlife might not be affected. This venture wiIl,
however, sedentarize the pastoralists and lead to
improvement in the quality of livestock with envisaged

development of ranch infrastructure such as water, range

reseeding, dips and crushes, and animat breeding, thus

achievj-ng the stated aim of improving livestock production.

The settlements created as a result of sedenterization

may interfere with wildlife movement and possibly result in
more localized use of vegetation for fuelwood and settlement

construction. As mentioned earlier, if the idea of wildlife
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being their rrsecond stockrr is instilled into pastoral-ists

and if benefits from tourism accrue to pastoralists,

wildlife may coexist with the pastoralists as they did in

the past.

4 N2 O 4 ' 2 II,IPACT OF PARKS A¡TD RESERVES ON TEE NT'UBERS AND

DISTRIBUTION OF WTLD EERBIVORES ÀND I,IVESTOCK

The creation of parks and reserves are in the interest

of wildlj-fe survival, habitats for their biological and

ecological welfare. To this end, with suitable habitat

wil-d1ife numbers can increase.

As far as pastoralists are concerned, what used to be

their grazing range had been lost to establishment of

wildlife sanctuaries, and are prohibited from qrazing in
parks and reserves (Fig 10). Also, there is a plan to

create another reserve in the wetland areas of Garsen

Division.

Despite, restrictions, livestock move towards Kora

National Reserve during dry seasons. The exclusion of

livestock from reserves inplies reduction in theír former

grazing ranges and the upset of their former distribution.

Pastoralists perceive that they have coexisted with wildlife

in the past with minimal competition for resources in

agreemenÈ with Lusigi (l-981-) .
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4o2o4.3 IMPACT OF FORESTRY ON TEE NU.ITIBERS TIND DISTRIBUTION

OF I'IVESTOCK AND WIIJD EERBIVORES

Afforestation r¡riII probably have irnplications on

livestock and wildlife numbers and dístribution in the

future.
Forest areas have been lost to farning, and to

accidental and deliberate fires as noted by Marsh (L976) ¡

Allaway (1979) ¡ Trent-Bunderson (1981); and Loth (1988).

woody vegetation is also cleared for fuelv¡ood and the

construction of animal enclosures and house building.

Forestry department is making efforts to estabLish woodl-ots

for fuelwood supply as is Kenya-Finland Bura $Ioodfuel

project. This is a joint activity between the Governrnents of

Kenya and Finland aimed at development of suitable tree

species for fuelwood in the Bura Division.

As pointed out earlier, pastoralists have traditional

techniques of containing such environmental hazards of

overgrazing and vegetation destruction by herd movement.

For example, cutting only a fehT branches off a tree for

domestic use instead of kílting an entire tree is also a

conservation measure used by the pastoralists' Niamir

(l-990) observes selective lopping of trees as a traditional

method of range improvement. This procedure leaves the tree

alive and continue to grow and reduce environmental

degradation such as soil erosion. This emphasizes the

importance of traditional ecological knowledge. such
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measures can lead to sustainable use of forage resources.

The est.ablishment of such forest preserves may be

beneficial to some wildlife species by creating new habitats

but may also interfere with the habitat preference of

others. However, for pastoralists this entails further loss

of grazing land and reduced range and distrÍbution.

4"2.4"4 OTAER FACTORS AFFECTING LIVESTOCK

other factors emanating from this study that have

possibly led to the reduction of grazing range of pastoral

Iívestock include diseases and pests, influx of livestock

and people from the North Eastern Province, environmental

factors such as drought brought about by erratic and

unreliabl-e rainfall, and overgrazing due to large herd sizes

(Plate 7). This problem is prevalent near permanent

settl-ements, wells and major grazing areas near rivers.

Security ín the northern parts of the district was also

pointed out as a factor that could affect the distribution

of lívestock by pastoralist respondents.

Further, interviewees from the survey indicated that

pests such as tsetse flies are conmon along the riverine

vegetation, particularly around Danisa and I,Ienje in Garsen

Division. Therefore, when considering the effects of land

use changes on wildlife or livestock, the above issues

shoul-d be kept in mind.
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Interviews conducted showed the comnon diseases of

animals included contagious bovine pleuropneumonia (CBPP),

contagious caprine pleuropneumonia (CCPP), foot and nouth,

and rinderpest. The government in an effort to reduce

transmission of these diseases does restrict herd novements

between provinces.
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CEAPTER V

5. O AN OVERVIEW. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOI.I.IENDATIONS

5"1 ÀìI OVERVTEW

Chapter I covered general introduction, the study area

and its topography, geology, soil-s and climate, and socio-

cultural information. The research problem is also stated,

the research scope and Ìiroitations provided, and the

objectives outlined. Chapter fI examined work done by

previous researchers on animal numbers and distribution,

pointing out the spotty coverage of the area and hence

unreliability of such data for planning purposes for the

district. AIso, other resource issues which affect numbers

and distribution such as vegetation and water have been

gathered from documented literature. Likewise, detailed

informatj-on on land use encompassing agriculture (arable

farming), livestock and tourism are provided.

Chapter III presented methods ernployed in the

generation and analysis of data for achievement of

objectives of the study. Methods of acquisition and analysis

of animal and land use data are detailed.

Chapter IV presented and examined results based on the

objectives of the study. These included population

estimates, densities and distribution patterns in space and

tine, the status of some endangered species, seasonal

movements and land use changes and inpacts. Discussion on

the above íssues were also considered.
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Chapter V gives general inferences and reconmendations

arising from the study.

5'2 CONCL'ISIONS

Land use changes such as more irrigation schemes'

ranches and grazingf blocks, settlements, and giame reserves

r¡¡i]l- continue to occur in the Tana River District, and so

will the changes in numbers and distribution of pastoral

livestock and wíId herbivores. Consequently, conflicts among

various land use types such as pastoralism, arable farming

and tourism will also intensify. An increasing human

population will continue to demand more potential

agricultural land to be put under food production to sustain

hurnan survival, principally by irrígation. This will

negatively affect pastoral livestock and wild herbivores,

especially if the flood plain grasslands disappear. The

establishment of a wetland wildlife reserve may help

wildlife but will affect pastoralists if their livestock is

denied access.

Implementation and development of ranches and grazing

blocks is a viable option in rangeland managenent in the

face of continuing land use evolution and national

government policy objectives mentioned earlier. The past

pastoral strategies involving extensive migration and

nobilÍty break down when range is reduced and fragrmented.

I{hat may be possible, though, is ttmodified rnigrationrr l¡/ith
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controlled rotational grazing to coordinate grazing and

watering activities ( Nianir 1990; SwaIIow 1989). Ranches

and grazing blocks will ultiurately dininish land available

for pastoral l-ivestock and hence their numbers. This is

because the defined land will have the capacity to support a

certain population of livestock. LikewÍse, wildlife living

in ranches and grazing blocks witl be negatively affected in

terms of numbers, distribution and densities and be

eliminated in the long run due to the competition that will

develop from the carrying capacity and infrastructural

developments. Ultimately, because of clash in the land use

types, there is the likelihood of negative impacts on

existing biodiversity. For example, the long term survival

of wildlife will be questionable considering the burgeoning

human poputation (Tab1e 3) which wílI seek ways to increase

food production either through arable farming or livestock

production.

Rangelands which have not yet been privatized by

enclosure stilt have the potential to be managed for both

tivestock and wildlife on a sustainable basis. In this

context the concept of rnultiple land use can be applied to

harmonize and reduce conflicts that exist among various land

use types, v/ith proper and integrated resource planning and

management. So far, the role of loca1 people in changing

land use patterns has been lirnited. The changes which have

generated conflicts have been designed by government policy,
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but negative conseç[uences of the conflicts of resource

utilization are faced by local people. To this end,

participation of local people in ¡ratters that affect them is

crucial. Further, the people should be educated and

enlightened on negative conseç[uences (caused by themselves)

arising out of the land use conflicts. Aside from land use

changes, other factors that include diseases and pests,

drought, security, and influx of people and livestock from

other provinces contribute to the decline in numbers and

distribution of livestock as revealed by the land use

surveys and interviev¡s.

Poaching was and still is the primary factor

responsible for decline in nurnbers of elephants and

rhinoceroses. In addition, the loss of habitat due to

farmi-ng activities along the Tana River is partly

responsible for the downward trend in elephant population

and reduced distribution. Generalty, mechanisms for public

participation in the use and manag'ement of resources in the

district is lacking. Therefore, involvement of local

inhabitants, in the decision rnakinq process on issues that

affect them (e.g., crop depredation, future use of wildlife

in ranches and blocks, etc. ) is necessary. Such involvement

will, however, require l-ocal socio-political institutions

that function properly in order to achíeve success.

Pastoral livestock move to and frorn the Tana River during

different seasons. During the dry season the movement is
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towards the river and during the wet season a general

westward movement away from the river. Àt the early stages

of dry Season movement, herds utilize the seasonal rivers

and the permanent wells in the interior, then onto the Tana

River when the drought becomes severe. AIso, due to the

communal tenure system, overgrazing occurs, particularly

during the dry season, when the animals congfregate on major

grazing ranges and water sources.

5 " 3 RECOT{I|ÍENDATIONS

on the basis of the foregoing results, discussion and

conclusions, to alleviate or ease the impacts of changing

land use patterns on the numbers and distribution of

pastoral Iivestock and wild herbivores and to address

conflicts that arise from the changes, the following

strategies are recommended to various Government ministries

and agencies:

L. $fild1ife corridors be established within the present or

future irrigatíon schemes, and farml-ands to alIow

wildlife and pastoral livestock access to the Tana

River and remaining grazing grounds. However, the

policy inplication for Government is the problem of

compensating farrners for crop depredation. The

Ministries of Agriculture, and Tourism and Wildlife,

and the National Ïrrígation Board (NIB) should be
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2.

involved in this regard.

Mitigate farmersr losses incurred due to wíIdÌife damage.

rn addition, the farmers should receive tangible

nonetary benefits or realíze social benefits (schoo1s,

health centres, etc) accruing from tourism. This

emphasizes the need for tolerance from the people

tiving near witdlife parks' reserves and habitat in the

vicinity of farmlands, i.e soften peoplets attitudes

towards wildlife. Hov¡ever, it is difficult to determine

what to pay for farmers claims. Nevertheless, the

farmers should have input to the decision rnaking

process in the determination of the compensation

package. Again, the Ministries of Agriculture, and

Tourism and Wíld1ife, and farmers should be invol-ved.

Al-low nomadic pastoralists lirníted access to some game

reserves, for instance, Kora, bY controlled grazing

during times of extreme drought under supervision of

wildlife personnel and Iocal leaders. This is in line

with the concept of co-management, where land resources

are managed jointly by the government and resource

u.sers. For this idea to work local-level institutional

arrangements are necessary. Indeed, this j-s a flexible

way of integrating conservation with traditional land

use practices. The Ministries of Agriculture' and

Tourism and Wild1ife, and pastoralists should be

3.
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4.

involved.

The concept of multiple land use be employed where

necessary. Where the benefit fron wildlife use

exceeds agricultural use, on the basis of careful
weighing of options, with local inputs perhaps

involving environmental impact, assessments and

cost-benefit analysis, wildlife interest prevails
and vice versa, This will definately involve some

trade-off. In makj-ng this trade-off, consideration

should be given to the issue of food security in
line with National Food Policy. The intent of
implementation of the Tana Delta Rice Scheme j-s to
save the country foreign exchange on imported

ricer âs well as the provision of employment and

increased local income. Several Ministries will-
feature in thís including Planning and National

Development, Agriculture, Tourism and Wi1d1ife,

and Environment and Natural Resources.

Important or critical wildlife species and habitat should

have continued protection from human influence. Strict
and stringent conservation measures both at national_

and international Ievels should be exercised to prevent

the local extinction of such animals as the elephant

and rhinoceros. fnternational efforts towards the

elimination of markets for products of these anímals

5.
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6.

and national antipoaching efforts should be continued

and strengthened. Such reserves as the Tana River

Primate and the Tsavo National Park should be protected

from human interference. However, the local people

should be educated on the significance of tourism to

the national economy and local needs and the intrinsic

value of wildlife. The Ministry of Tourism and

lqildl-ife should actively participate.

Implementation of grazing blocks and ranches for pastoral

livestock should be attempted. This move with

proper planning and assistance from the Government

and other institutions wíII help reduce such

Ittragedies of the commonsrr (Hardin 1968) like

overgrazing, and hence competition for resource

utilization with v¡ild herbivores. Since this

entails deating with cultural issues that have

existed for a long tirne, policy measures to

achieve any transition from wholly pastoralism

lifestyle to relatively modern livestock practice

and management, the government should involve the

local people to minimize resistance based on

cultural conflicts. The Ministries of Agriculture,

Tourism and Wil-d1ife, and Planning and National

Development, as well as the pastoralists should

work together.

Create wells and surface dams, especially in good grazing7.
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areas without water to reduce competition and reduce

environmental pressure. This should, however, be

dispersed to prevent localized overgrazing and habitat

degradation which may result from animal concentration

around such water sources. Furtherlnore, the benefits

will go beyond water needs for the animals as it rnay

equally serve the domestic water needs of the

pastoralists, thus integrating wildlife management with

other l-ocal needs. The Ministries of Water

Development, Planning and National Development, and

Iocal Government should participate.

8. More research should be conducted to understand more

specific seasonal rnovement patterns of both wild

herbivores and pastoral livestock to enable proper

resource planning and utilization" More frequent

annual d.ry and wet season stratified sanpling surveys

should be undertaken to attain better insights into the

seasonal rnobility and distribution of animals.
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APPENDD( A: "JOLLY 2" METHOD OF UNEOUAL TRANSECTS

^ Yrr rXlr r Z

Ç trl z ir't

va¡(îr :X*?{rå - fr,,'?t - 2is*,i* ô"fr1.f,¡fr tT,,'lt - 2âs*yi * â2'l¡}

where ô:+t1)
4tt

n: number of units in the sub-sample

n':number of units in the main sample

N= A total population

Y': counts from main sample

Y11¡=5uþ-5amPle

Y1 1 ¡=Population Estimate

y:Observed count

X=Total number of animals in the population

¡:photo count ('accurate')

â: Estimated ratio of x andy

*:population estimate

Z=TotaJarca

z=sample unit area

Var= Variance

Source: Jolly, L969.
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APPENDIX B: CLÀSSTFTCATION OF EI,EPEÃ¡flT BONES

The occurence of elephant carcasses is recorded during

surveys. The classsifÍcation system of Douglas-Hamílton and

Hillman (1-979) is used and is summarized below:

Elephant Fresh Carcass: Elephants which have recently died.

The skin is still present and the flesh has not been eaten

or rotted away.

Elephant Bones Rotten: Elephants which have died recently,

however the ground around the carcass can be stained and the

grass destroyed by the release of decomposition fluids. The

presence of this rot patch is the primary criterion for this

category.

Elephant Bones Not Rotten (ItRl: After heavy rains the rot

patch may be washed away and grass returns. The skin may

remain, however the white skull and bones are clearly

visible.

Elepbants Bones Grey: After several years, bones weather and

becone grey in colour. Skeletons no longer form distinct

entities.

Source: Douglas-Eanilton and Eillnan, L979"
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APPENDIX C: IJA¡ID-USE ÂSSESSUENT OUEEIIIONNÃIRE/SCEEDUITE

Name ...Ethnic...

Group ..Place

Farmer (arable) ...Pastora1ist Both" "

PÃRT IS PASTORAI,TST

1) (a) How many times do you move in a year?

(b) What factors would make you opt to stay in one

place?

i) AvailabilitY of water...

ii) Availability of facilities (heaIth, schools,

shops) . . .

iii) Availability of forage for livestock...

d) AvailabilitY of securitY...

iv) What reasons would make you move from place to

Place?

a) To be near water...

b) In search of Pasture

c) To avoid animal pests and parasites (ticks,

tsetse) . . .

d) To avoid conflicts with neighbours (name)

e) To avoid raids...

f) Others (sPecifY) . . . .
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2) (i) What domestic animaLs do you rear?

cattle. . . sheep and goats. . .camel-s. . .donkeys. .

(ii) Do you seII animals? Iivestock sold....

income Ksh. "...
(iii) what are the main constraints to livestock sales?

a) Availability of markets...

b) Accessibility to narkets.. "

c) Low prices offered for animaIs...

d) Livestock Marketing Division (l,MD) inactive in

the area...

e) LMD present but does not pay in time for animals

purchased... .

f) Can not spare aninals for sale...v¡hy

g) other (specify)....

3) (i) Àre livestock agents of environmental change?

YES...NO...

If YES, how do they effect change?

a) overgrazing...

b) Trarnpling. . .

c) other (specify)...

(ii) Do you think there is pressure on land resources?

YES.....NO...

ff YES, what are the main causes of land degradation

in the area?

a) No pressure....

b) Pressure due to increase in number of peopIe...
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c) Pressure due to restrict,ion on 1and use...
d) Pressure due to deterioration of rainfatl...
e) Pressure due to many livestock...
f) Godfs will...

9) other (specify)...
(iii) Are there methods (traditÍonal or otherwÍse)

practised to ensure environment,al conservation?

YES... NO..

If YES, what are they

4) State the number of water sources (rivers, wells, etc)

used by livestock and specify whether permanent or

temporary:

a) Came1s

b) Cattle.

c) Sheep and goats

5) (i) State the rnajor grazing areas used each year by

animals in 4.

a) Any time (where from)

b) During dry season (where to).
c) During wet season (where to).
d) other (specify)....
(ii) Have the grazing ranges for your stock been affected

in any r{ay over the years? YES. . . NO. . .

If YES, how?
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6) (a) Do you belong to any ranch/grazing block
YES (naure).... size ..acres.
If NO why not?

i) Not aware such a venture...
ii) Not allowed to join, why? restriction on

menbership.. 
"

iii) Àny other (specify)...
iv) Joining reduces livestock number

v) Other (specify)

(b) Do you face any problems on the ranch/grazing brock?

YES...NO...

If YES, why?

i) Irlater...

ii) Veterinary services (dips, drugs, extension
services) . . .

iii) No credit facirities (e.g money for deveropnent)

iv) other (specify)...

PART II3 FÀR¡{ER

1) (a) Do you practise any form of arabre agriculture?
YES. .NO. . .

'rf YES, rainfed... irrigation.....farm size ....acres
List most important crops:

i) Cash

ii) Subsistence (food crops)
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2) (a) I{hat, types of rivestock do you keep on your farm?

Cattle:
i) Exotic breeds (nane) #. " " "

ii) Local breeds " " "#" " ".
Sheep and Goats... ..#" "..
other (specify)....

(b) Do you do zero-grazing? yES...NO. ".
3) (a) What is the source of your farm labour?

i) own family

ii) Hired human labour

iii) Farm animals

iv) Machinery, ov/n....hired....
(b) Sources of agricultural credits?

i) AFc

ii) Banks

iii) Co-operatives

iv) other (specify)

(c) Do you enploy other inputs in your agricurturar
production?

i) Fertilizers
ii) Agricultural chemicals

iii) rmproved seeds

iv) other (specify)
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4) Do you encount,er any problems on the farm? yES" "NO"..

. Tf YES

a) Transport

b) lrfarketing

c) Credit facilities
d) Diseases/pests

e) wildtife
f) other (specify)

5) fs any training offered to improve your farming skil1s?

YES.. NO...

a) Farmers trainíng centres

b) Extension workers

c) other (specify)

PÀRT fII¡ BOTE (P¡\8TORã,LI8T/FARIT{ER}

1) (a) Do you encounter any problems from wild herbivores?

YES..NO..., If YES what are they?

i) Cornpetition for resources (water, forage, space)

ii) Harn/injury/ destruction to people, livestock and

crops

iii) Disease transmission to livestock
iv) other (specify)

(b) Do wiLdlife (faunal) have any value/benefit to you?

YES..NO.. ff YES, what are they?
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i) Source of foreign exchange

ii) Source of meat

ff NO, why not (see 1a)

(c) Àre you aware that wildlife is protected/preserved by

the Government? yES"..NO.. 
"

2) (a) Do you sell charcoal? No" (bags).. ". income Ksh...
How often do you burn charcoal?

Daily. . .weekl_y. . .monthly.

(b) Except burning for charcoar making, is burning done

for other purposes? YES....NO If yES , Í.or what?

i) KiIl pests (tícks, tsetse)

ii) Stirnulate grass growth

ii) Open-up bushland for access, agriculture, etc
iv) other (specify)
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APPENDIX D: DR8R8 DATA Â¡TAT,Y8IS PROCEDITRE AIiTD À88MIPTTONS"

Data Verification and Formatinq
Data recieved from the field is keypunched, then

transferred to the GIS computer by magnetic tape, and then
are ran through the following programs:

CENSORT: Removes extraneous data entry batch numbers

and assigns a census-ID to all flights. Forms separate files
of FSO (Front Seat Observer) and RSO (Rear Seat Observer)
data for each census-ID.

REDIT: Checks all data elements for accuracy and

identifies errors for corrections. The number of
observations and continuation records are checked as well as

validity of observer codes, ffight codes, IIPM grid Id' and

flight direction. Atpha and numeric fields are verified for
appropriate data type. Species codes are checked for
validity and count values are against predetermined rr

suspiciously high" count values.
CKITNIT: Checks accuracy of unit numbers and FSO and RSO

values for consistency. Identifies errors in continuation
codes, missing records, transect direction mismatch, flight
code misrnatch, observer seat mismatch, and left/right seat
observer sequence viotation.

REcREss; Evaluates paired photo and visual counts to
calculate a count ratio correction factor according to:

Photo Count
Count Ratio : ------

Visual Count

The count ratio correction factors are stored for later use

for each observer and for each species where the count ratio
is based on greater than 5 observations. this nultiplicative
correction is applied to the visual counts where a photo
count is not available for a visual count over 10.
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The program arso provides observer quarity st,atistics such
as the number of photos taken for visuar counts over ten and
produces a scattergram of the visual and photo count values
for each observer.
FORUfT: Subsets RSO data into land use and
wíldrife/livestock data files and replaces visuar counts
with paired photo count. uses count ratio correct,ion factor
to correct visual counts greater than 10 thaÈ have no
corresponding photo count.
colfPARE: A comparison scattergram of left and right seat
observer data is prepared for a user specified intervar.

REFoRIrls sums the observation of reft and right seat
observers and creates the finar format database fires from
selected RSO and FSO data elements.
Extreme care is taken to ensure that data values are
accurate. All errors are corrected through reference to the
original data form or through consultation with the
observer. rn addition observer performance is evaluated.

Data Analysis and Reporting
The verified and fornated data sets are read into a

database manager for finar processing and carculation of
population estimates. The population estimates are
calculated according to the procedures of Jolly m2rt method
(1969). All the processing is performed through one program
to minimize operator error and ensure unifornity of
analysis. The finar processing is fÍnarized as fol-rows:

l-. Sample units from the data file found within the
desired district or study area are selected.

2. Transects are determined and the data values for the
carculations for the popuration estimate parameters
are made.
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Correction factors for aircraft altitude variations are made
to actual strip width according to:

Àcruar srrip widrh = -1:::11-f1Ísht 
heisht

(Expected strip width*) Exp"*;;-;;i;;;t;;-

rn addition, a correction factor for partial units at
study area boundaries are carcurated. This nultipricative
correction is appried t,o the area of the sample strip width
and number of animals seen within the sample unit:

Partial unit areaPartial unit ratio = ------
Actual unit area

3. Populatíon estimates based on Jo1ly (1969) are
generated.

ASSUMPTTONS and SPECTAL CoNSTDERÀTToNS

1-. rn calcurating population estimates it is assumed
that animals are randomly distributed. population
estimates for rare animars or animals that are typicall_y
observed in groups wilr be characterized by high
standard error.

2- Map density values are carculated based on the
anímars observed within the strip width, divided by the
area of the survey stríp width.

3. No correction for visibility bias is made.
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ÀPPENDTX E: PoPurJå,TroN EgrruATEg, DrBTRrBItrroN PATTERN8,

a¡ID DENsrrrEs oF rrrvEgrocK alID wrLD EERBTVORE spEerEs rN TEE

TA¡IA RrvER DISTRTCT, Lg7?_Lggo

SOURCE: DRSRS sT,RvEYs"

N.B: TIÍFoR}üAI!IoN FoR TEIS APPEIIDIX cA}I BE oBTATNED FRoM:

Tbe Natural Resources Institute,
Tbe University of üanitoba,
R3T 2N2, tyinnipeg, I.tanitoba, CÀNADÀ.

OR

Tbe Department of Resources gurveys and Remote gensing,
Ministry of planning and National Development,
P.O Box 42L46, Nairobi, NEtIyA.
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TA}IÃ, RIVER DTSTRTCT- åNII,ÍAII sT'RVEY. 197?

gPECIES POPT'IJATION
E8!II{ãTE8

POPITI¡ATTON
STANDÃRD
ERNOR

Cattle
Sheep & Goat
Camel-
Donkey
Elephant
Elephant Fresh Carcass
Elephant Bones Rotten
Elephant Bones NR
Elephant Bones Grey
Rhino
Giraffe
Burchellrs Zebra
Grevyr s Zebra
Thomsonfs Gazelle
Grantrs Gazelle
Kongoni
InpaIa
Topi
Hunterrs Heartebeest
Buffalo
Eland
Ostrich
Warthog
Oryx
Lesser Kudti
I{aterbuck
Gerenuk

298038
294L68

345L4
L646
8717

667
489

1468
89

267
4937
911-8

133
13 34
329L

133
1,O23
4537

89
1690
4892
3647
6672

l-0541
1334
2980
2802

65943
727s5
to72a

604
3572

310
L64
374

88
139

L292
3 068

L32
459
833
t32
482

2232
88

L222
2348

672
1-203
307 6

425
L759

673

Period of Survey February, August Lg77Strip widthz O.224 krn
Transect spacing: J-0,0O kn
Area sampled: 879 knl
Total Area z 39072 km'
Sampling Fractionz 2.25\
Sources DRSRS gurveys, Lg?Z "
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SPECIEs POPULå,TTON
EsrruÀTE8

POPUI,ATION
STAITDâRD
ERROR

Catt1e 210059
Sheep & Goat ZïZZ42Came1 4425sDonkey Zg37Elephant 3485
Elephant Fresh Carcass 447
Elephant Bones Rotten 1-395
Elephant Bones NR 5193
Elephant Bones crey St4Giraffe 47gLBurchellts Zebra
Thomsonrs Gazelle
Grantrs Gazelle
Kongoni
Impala
Topi
Hunterrs Heartebeest.
Buffalo
Eland
Ostrich
Warthog
Oryx
Lesser Kudu
Waterbuck
Gerenuk

;;;i;-;il;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;*;;;;;-------
Strip widthz 0.224 km
Transect Spacing: 5.09 kn
Area Sampledz 1749 }<m¿
Total Area: 39072 km'
Sampling Fraction z4.4BZ

Sources DRSRS gurveys, LgZg.

]-2823
2547
93 60

335
760

8578
827

68L4
2949
3262
8802

15906
21-67
3999
4066

28797
49405
11146

860
1039

L32
336
5L4
143
888

2723
733

L473
193
3 l_3

3]-7 4
434

267I
13 00

732
J.449
307 6
40r

1059
531

r.4A



TÃI¡A RIVER DISTRICT- AT{IU.AT, SI'RVEY, 1980

SPECIEg POPULA:IION
EsTIIIÀTE8

POPT'IJÀTION
gTANDARD
ERROR

Cattle
Sheep & Goat
Camel
Donkey
Elephant
Elephant, Fresh
Elephant Bones
Elephant Bones
Elephant Bones
RÌrino
Giraffe

Carcass
Rotten
NR
Grey

3L407s
363919

39184
2445
4289

86
L29

4375
3t7 4

]-29
7335

1-L667
a244
3067

13834
1l-15
L587

]-091,7
L587
L544
1-952
4289
8472

11860
2338
7 42r
7078

49846
73L4L

9057
704

L205
84
64

668
6L2

93
2L7 4
3209

525
840

277 6
49L
566

5257
651_
866
747

L41-1
L23].
2402

486
1910
111_3

Burchellrs Zebra
Grevy I s Zebra
Thomsonrs Gazelle
Grantrs Gazelle
Kongoni
fmpala
Topi
Hunterrs Heartebeest
Buffalo
Eland
ostrich
I{arthog
Oryx
Lesser Kudu
Waterbuck
Gerenuk

Period of Survey: July, Septernber 1980
Strip width: 0.250 kn
Transect Spacing: 5.0
Àrea sarnpled z L822 k¡n
Total Arear 39072 kn'
Sarnpling Fraction z 4.662

source: DRSRS Surveysr 1980.

9k*
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![Al{A RIVER DTSTRICT- ANTMÀJJ SURVEY. I.985

SPECIES POPI'I¡åTION
ESTII.ÍATES

POPULÀTTON
ETÀITDâRD
ERROR

Cattle
Sheep & Goat
Camel
Donkey
Elephant
Elephant Fresh Carcass
Elephant Bones Rotten
Elephant Bones NR
Elephant Bones Grey
Giraffe
Burchellrs Zebra
Grevyrs Zebra
Grantrs GazeIIe
ImpaIa
Topi
Hunterrs Heartebeest
Buffalo
EIand
Ostrich
Warthog
Oryx
Lesser Kudu
tiaterbuck
Gerenuk

t48695
25L526
302t9

L542
L349

35
18

2698
596

4695
597 4

298
4677
1051
1997

49L
67LO
L209
1,857
L577
3486
1384
3 153
3 399

226L7
41101

4789
481
507

24
L7

449
145
681

18 19
L97

tL73
4l.7
950
246

51-46
826
4L1,
305
660
289

12t5
560

Period of Survey: October 1985
Strip WÍdthz O.282 km
Transect Spacing: 5.0p kn
.Area Sampled: 2230 k$'
Total Arear 39072 km'
Sanpling Fractionz 5.7L2

gource: DR8RS Surveys, 1985"
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TãNå, RIVER DISTRICT- ÀI¡r¡fATJ sT'RVEY. I.988

SPECTES POPULATTON
EgTTüATE8

POPULâÎTON
sTåITDÃRD ERROR

Catt1e 3052i-3
Sheep & Goat 4O2B4B
Camel 52425
Donkey 23L3
Elephant 1OS3
Elephant Fresh Carc. 35
Elephant Bones rotten 155
Elephant Bones NR LZOB
EJ-ephant Bone crey BZg
Giraffe 42Lz
Burchellrs Zebra 699L
Grevyrs Zebra 224
Grantrs Gazelle 6370
Kongoni L7
frnpala LL7 4
Topi 2693
Hunterrs Heartebeest 35
Buffalo 2417
Eland 397
Ostrich 1O7O
I{arthog ZO37
Oryx 5455
Lesser Kudu ]-5S4
Waterbuck 3073
Gerenuk 2434

5L273
53236
7288

765
48l_

23
68

228
240
553

LO77
L62

LL22
L7

501
L624

34
1135

276
383
408
887
25L

L463
388

Period Of Survey: February, Apri1 19BgStrip Widthz 0.282 km
Transect Spacing: 5.09 kn
Area Sampled: 2264 k¡a¿
Tota1 Àrea:. 39O72 km'
Saurpling Fractionz 5.79 I
Source: DRgRg gurveys, L989.
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rE¡ÙA RIVER DISTRICT- å,¡II}ÍATJ STIRVEY ¡.990

SPECIES POPUI.ATTON
ESTII,Í.ATES

POPULATION
STAITDÃRD
ERROR

Cattle
Sheep & Goat
Camel
Donkey
Elephant
Elephant Bones Rotten
Elephant Bones NR
Elephant Bones Grey
Giraffe
Burchellrs Zebra
Grevyrs Zebra
Thomson I s Gazelle
Grantrs Gazelle
Kongoni
ImpaIa
Topi
Hunterrs Heartebeest
Buffalo
EIand
Ostrich
hlarthog
Oryx
Lesser Kudu
Waterbuck
Gerenuk

202]-25
L8t827

27 097
825

33
2L5
947

L7 66
3466
5050
1_53 5

875
3284

50
1,289
2690

561
330L
1848
193 L
2 558
3664
191,4
l_04 0
21,29

31824
3 0553

6060
304

32
LO4
259
270
573

1,234
889
3 t_0
70t

49
469

t-l_9 l_

242
l-3 05

904
667
498
788
4L5
433
476

Period Of Survey:
Strip I{idth: 0.304
Transect Spacing:
Area Sampledz 2368
Total Area z 39072
Sampling Fraction:

March 1990
km

5.00 kn-¿
KIN-¿KM
6.06 z
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